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Manage Reports
Report Model Generator 1

Report Explorer 3

From Analysis, you can view all of the program’s reports. There are also two main tools provided to help create
and manage reports: the Report Model Generator and the Report Explorer. With the Report Model Generator,
you can create report models on which to base reports. With the Report Explorer, you can create and manage
reports.

Report Model Generator
For more advanced reporting needs, you can use Report Model Generator to create report models. You can then
use these report models with tools such as Microsoft SQL Server Report Builder to create custom reports.

With Report Model Generator, you create the report models based on query views established in the program.
Once you select the type of query to use, you can select which fields to include in themodel. Themodel is
accessible from the Report Explorer, as well as directly from the Reporting Services server. For more information,
see Create Report Models on page 1.

Note: We recommend you refer to Microsoft’s SQL Server 2008 Books Online in theMSDN library at
msdn.microsoft.com for information about how to use Report Builder.

Once you have created a report based on a report model, from the Report Explorer, you can add a shortcut to
the report to a page in the program so you can run it from a specific area. For more information, see Add
Shortcuts to Access Reports on page 1.

Create Report Models
When creating a report model, you must first specify the source view from which themodel should be created.
This determines the type of records and information that will be included.

} Create a report model

1. From Analysis, select Report model generator. The Select a Source View screen appears. On this screen
you select the view containing the type of records and information you want in your report model.

2. Select the source view on which you want to base themodel and click OK. The Generate report model
screen appears.
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3. Select the fields you want to include in your model, including any system fields.

4. Name your report model and specify where on the Reporting Services server to save it. The default
location is a “Models” folder.

5. Mark the Launch Report Builder using this model when done checkbox to start the Report Builder
application included with Reporting Services to begin working with themodel to build a report. If not,
you can access this report model later from Report Explorer or directly from the Reporting Services
server.

Note: We recommend you refer to Microsoft’s SQL Server 2008 Books Online in theMSDN library at
msdn.microsoft.com for information about how to use Report Builder.

6. Click Save to save this report model.

Edit Report Models
You can edit the information included in a saved report model. You should not edit a report model already used
for reports unless you are sure the changes you make will not affect those reports.

} Edit a report model

1. From Report Explorer, in theModels folder, right-click on themodel you want to edit and select Edit
model. The Generate Report Model screen appears.

2. Make any necessary changes to themodel.

Warning: You should not edit a report model already used for reports unless you are sure the changes you
make will not affect those reports. Removing fields from a report model means that data will no longer be
available in reports which use themodel.

3. Click Save to save your changes and return to the Report Explorer page.
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Delete Report Models
You can delete report models you no longer need. When you delete a report model, any reports which use that
model will no longer run.

} Delete a report model

1. From Report Explorer, in theModels folder, right-click on themodel you want to remove and select
Delete model. A confirmation message appears.

Warning: When you delete a report model, any reports which use that model will no longer run.

2. Click Yes to delete the report model.

Report Explorer
Report Explorer provides a view of all the program reports on the server, including system reports, report
models, and report parameter sets. In the Report Explorer, you can also see the primary data source for this
program. You can use Report Model Generator to build report models to use in custom reports. If you have the
appropriate security rights, you can access the data source directly from the Reporting Services server using
other reporting or SQL Server tools such as Model Designer or Report Builder to create reports. To edit and
customize ad-hoc query reports, you must use Report Builder 2.0.

Note: We recommend you refer to Microsoft’s SQL Server 2008 Books Online in theMSDN library at
msdn.microsoft.com for information about how to use Report Builder.

For more information on report models, see Report Model Generator on page 1.

System Reports and Report Parameter Sets
Report Explorer provides a view of all system reports. You can open these reports, enter parameters, and run
them. You can also enter parameters and save that parameter set—one that is linked to the original report for
content and display information, but that contains the report parameters you specified.

System reports are available throughout the program. These reports are located under Reports on the explorer
bar from various areas of the program. Security for system reports is set based on a user’s role in the program.

Report parameter sets, on a basic level, have two things: parameters and permissions. The parameters are
created specifically for that report parameter set. The permissions from within the program are determined by a
user’s role. Since parameter sets reside on the Reporting Services server, the permissions from outside the
program are determined by permissions granted on the server itself. For more information, see Create Report
Parameter Sets on page 3.

Create Report Parameter Sets
Because report parameter sets reside on the Reporting Services server, security on the server determines who
has access to these reports from outside the program. Those permissions could be set up to be different than
role-based security as defined in the program. Security on the Reporting Services server is inherent based upon
the security of the folders on the server. You could set up a folder structure to mimic your roles in the program.
That way, permissions for report parameter sets accessed directly from the server can be similar to the role-
based permissions in the program.
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If two different roles need access to a report parameter set on the Reporting Services server, you need to have a
parameter set in each of those folders. However, report parameter set names on the Reporting Services server
must be unique. If you set up folders on your Reporting Services server to mimic roles in the program, a report in
two different places must have two different names, even if those reports are the same.

RunReports from Report Explorer
From Report Explorer, you can run any report, including system reports, report parameter sets, or custom
reports you built. To run a report, select it and click Open report on the report explorer toolbar. You can then
adjust the report parameters as needed and view the report.

Save Report Parameter Set
Once you run a report, click Save to save a copy of the report parameter set for that particular report.

Create a Report Snapshot
A snapshot of a report captures the data from that moment in time. You can refer back to the snapshot to see
the data captured at that moment to compare to data viewed when you run the report again. The data in the
snapshot will always be the same, even if there have been changes in the data since the snapshot.

Warning: You can create report snapshots only for reports that do not have security permissions assigned.

To create a report snapshot, you must first run the report and save the parameter set. Select the parameter set
and click Create snapshot on the Parameter sets toolbar. Enter a name and description of the snapshot and click
Save.

Note: When you create a snapshot of a campaign report, the snapshot appears on the campaign record’s
Snapshot tab. For information about the Snapshot tab, see the Fundraising Guide.

Edit a Snapshot
Once you create a snapshot, you can edit the name and description. You cannot alter the data captured in the
snapshot. To edit snapshot properties, select it and click Edit properties on the Snapshots toolbar. Make the
necessary changes to the name and description and click Save.

Create Tasks for Reports
You can also create a task for a report to add to a page. Select the report click Create task on the report explorer
toolbar. You can then specify the functional area on which to add the report. Users going to that functional area
would then see the link to the report on the page itself, not on the explorer bar. Access to where the report
appears can be restricted based on a user’s role in the program. You can also specify to add the shortcut to the
report on the home page of users in specific roles.
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Key Performance Indicators track your organization’s strategic performance. Financial and non-financial matrices
are used to assess your business condition and to help you determine a course of action. Monitoring your
business activity using KPIs helps you place a value on otherwise difficult to measure activities, such as leadership
development.

Key performance indicators (KPIs) track your organization’s strategic performance to help determine a course of
action. When you monitor your business activity with KPIs, you can place a value on otherwise difficult to
measure activities, such as leadership development.

Depending on the nature of your organization and your strategy, KPIs can help measure the progress toward
your goals. For example, your organization may decide to track the total number of gifts generated each month
as a performance indicator. Or, if your organization uses direct marketing, you may decide to track the cost per
dollar raised for a specific mailing. With KPIs, you can create an instance that defines this indicator. After you
create the instance, your organization can view the status of your KPI goals and schedule updates for KPI
instances.

KPI Workflow
You can manage key performance indicators (KPIs) to allow quick access to track goals and progress.

The KPI feature also provides a variety of ways to access the information, such as dashboards, links on records,
and RSS feed links you can copy to Internet browsers.

System Roles Involved in the KPI Process
The KPI process involves three primary roles:

• KPI author: Authoring KPI definitions is available as a customization. If you need definitions beyond those
included in the program, contact your in-house developer or your implementation consultant.

• KPI administrator: The administrator creates the KPIs based on data consumer’s requests.
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For example, themajor giving manager wants his fundraisers to monitor their performances based on the
dollar amount of each fundraiser’s “Qualified” gift opportunities. Themanager makes this request to the KPI
administrator, who, using the “Opportunities Amount” KPI spec, creates a KPI instance for each fundraiser.

• KPI data consumer: The consumer is the individual interested in viewing the data generated by the KPI.

Continuing with the KPI administrator example above, themajor giving manager and his fundraisers are the
KPI data consumers. Because the data consumer’s understanding of the program may be limited, the KPI
feature provides many options for granting the consumer access to the data he needs.

 • Continuing with the KPI administrator example above, because “Opportunities Amount” is a context-sen-
sitive definition, KPI links are added to each fundraiser’s record, allowing him easy access to the KPI data.

For information about context-sensitive definitions, see Context-Sensitive KPIs on page 6.

 • The KPI administrator can provide the consumer an RSS feed link, which the consumer can copy to his web
browser, allowing him to access up-to-date KPI data without opening the program.

Types of KPIs
All KPI instances are based on a definition stored in the program catalog. The program includes a number of
definitions, but the exact functionality of the KPI depends on the type of information contained in each
definition.

Note: Authoring KPI definitions is available as a customization. If you need definitions beyond those included in
the program, contact your in-house developer or your implementation consultant.

Standard KPIs
A standard KPI generates the requested value. Users can then view the data on the KPIs page or with an RSS feed
or web page link provided them by the administrator.

Context-Sensitive KPIs
A context-sensitive KPI is assigned to a specific record. In these cases, the KPI is then available within the context
of that record.

For example, the “Number of Prospect Plans” KPI definition is context-sensitive. If you create a new KPI instance
for this definition, one of the KPI instance parameters is Fundraiser. This is the context record field assigned the
KPI in the KPI definition. When you generate this KPI instance, all fundraisers can access the KPI from their record
inMajor Giving. In addition, the individual fundraiser that you identify in the Fundraiser field on the Parameters
tab of the KPI instance can access the KPI values from his record.

Dynamic Goal KPIs
A dynamic goal KPI defines the KPI instance goal outside of the KPI instance. This is useful for records that include
goal information and for users who want the KPI instance goal to always reflect the record value.

For example, the “Event Registrant Capacity” KPI definition includes a dynamic goal. If you create a new KPI
instance for this definition, after you identify the event to use, the Capacity value included on the event record
defaults to theGoal value field on the Goal tab. Registrant information is then always compared to the event
capacity goal.
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Access KPIs
The KPI feature is available from Analysis. From here, you can create and manage KPI instances, view the status
of KPI goals, schedule updates for KPI instances, and more.

To access the KPI Instances page from Analysis, click KPIs. From this page, you can create, edit, and delete KPI
instances, update an existing KPI value, create a job schedule, open an instance, generate a WSF, create Yahoo!
widgets, and assign permissions.

KPI Definitions
The program contains several standard KPIs, such as for marketing efforts and fundraising goals.

Marketing KPIs
The program contains several standard KPIs for marketing mailings. These KPIs are available for both mailings
and segments. You can calculate a KPI on themailing level, the segment level, or across selected mailings and
segments.

Note: Marketing KPIs include values from indirect responses in their calculations.

Average Gift Amount for Mailing/Segment

For the Average Gift Amount KPI, the program divides the total revenue by the total number of responses to cal-
culate the Average Gift Amount for each mailing or segment.

Cost Per Dollar Raised for Mailing/Segment

The Cost Per Dollar Raised for Mailing/Segment KPI involves precalculations. For the precalculations, the total
costs equal the sum of the fixed costs and the total package costs. To calculate the Cost Per Dollar Raised KPI, the
program divides the total cost of themailing or segment (as determined by the precalculations) by the total reve-
nue received as a result of themailing or segment.

Number of Responses for Mailing/Segment

For the Number of Responses KPI, the program displays the total number of distinct gifts received as a result of
themailing or segment.

Response Rate for Mailing/Segment

For the Response Rate KPI, the program divides the total number of responses for a mailing or segment by the
total number of offers, and multiplies the result by 100.

Return on Investment (ROI) Amount for Mailing/Segment

The Return on Investment (ROI) Amount for Mailing/Segment KPI involves precalculations. For the pre-
calculations, the total costs equal the sum of the fixed costs and the total package costs. To calculate the Return
on Investment Amount KPI, the program subtracts the total cost of themailing or segment from the total reve-
nue received as a result of themailing or segment.
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Return on Investment (ROI) Percent for Mailing/Segment

The Return on Investment (ROI) Percent for Mailing/Segment KPI involves precalculations. For the pre-
calculations, the total costs equal the sum of the fixed costs and the total package costs. To calculate the ROI Per-
cent KPI, the program subtracts the total cost from the total revenue, divides the result by the total cost, and
then multiplies the result by 100.

Total Revenue for Mailing/Segment

For the Total Revenue KPI, the program displays the total amount of all gifts received as a result of themailing or
segment.

Cost Per Renewal for Membership Mailing

For the Cost Per Renewal KPI, the total cost of a membership mailing is divided by the number of renewals that
occurred as a result of themailing.

Marketing KPIs
The program contains several standard KPIs for appeal mailings.

Note: Marketing KPIs include values from indirect responses in their calculations.

Average Gift Amount for Mailing

For the Average Gift Amount KPI, the program divides the total revenue by the total number of responses to cal-
culate the average gift amount for each mailing.

Cost Per Dollar Raised for Mailing

The Cost Per Dollar Raised for Mailing KPI involves precalculations. For the precalculations, the total costs equal
the sum of the fixed costs and the total package costs. To calculate this KPI, the program divides the total cost of
themailing (as determined by the precalculations) by the total revenue received as a result of themailing.

Number of Responses for Mailing

For the Number of Responses KPI, the program displays the total number of distinct gifts received as a result of
themailing.

Response Rate for Mailing

For the Response Rate KPI, the program divides the total number of responses for a mailing by the total number
of offers, and multiplies the result by 100.

Return on Investment (ROI) Amount for Mailing

The Return on Investment (ROI) Amount for Mailing KPI involves precalculations. For the precalculations, the
total costs equal the sum of the fixed costs and the total package costs. To calculate the Return on Investment
Amount KPI, the program subtracts the total cost of themailing from the total revenue received as a result of the
mailing.

Return on Investment (ROI) Percent for Mailing
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The Return on Investment (ROI) Percent for Mailing/Segment KPI involves precalculations. For the pre-
calculations, the total costs equal the sum of the fixed costs and the total package costs. To calculate the ROI Per-
cent KPI, the program subtracts the total cost from the total revenue, divides the result by the total cost, and
then multiplies the result by 100.

Total Revenue for Mailing

For the Total Revenue KPI, the program displays the total amount of all gifts received as a result of themailing.

Cost Per Renewal for Membership Mailing

For the Cost Per Renewal KPI, the total cost of a membership mailing is divided by the number of renewals that
occurred as a result of themailing.

Fundraising Goals KPIs
The program contains several standard KPIs to view the effectiveness of fundraising goals.

Revenue Growth

For the Revenue Growth KPI, the program compares the revenue activity for two periods of time based on a cal-
endar or fiscal year and displays the revenue growth from one period to the other. To compare the current year
to date against the previous year to the same date, select Year over year (as of). To compare the current year to
date against the total of the previous year, select Year over year (breakeven). To compare the previous 12
months against the 12months prior, select Running year over year. When you create the KPI, you can select to
include only revenue transactions made toward a specific designation or campaign. For example, you can create
a Revenue Growth KPI to compare the revenue growth of a designation year over year. By default, the KPI
includes all pledges and payments toward a donation or recurring gift that meet the selected criteria.

Prospects KPIs
The program contains several standard KPIs to view the effectiveness of fundraising plan activity and
opportunity details. To access these KPIs, from the Select a KPI screen, expand Prospects in the treeview. For
information about how to create a KPI, see Add KPI Instances on page 10.

Average Days in Plan Stage

With the Average Days in Plan Stage KPI, you can determine the average number of days a plan was a cat-
egorized as a specific stage. For example, if you determine that major giving plans appear to stay in the “Iden-
tification” stage longer than another plan type, you can determine how best to reduce this amount of time.

Average Days to a Closed Gift

The Average Days to a Closed Gift KPI show the average number of days from the time the first plan step occurs
until the prospect accepts the ask amount.

Number of Completed Moves
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The Number of Completed Moves KPI displays the number of completed interactions based on the criteria you
specify. You can limit the results to steps assigned to a specific team or fundraiser, a pre-defined selection of inter-
actions, steps with a specific date range, plan steps of a certain type or at a selected stage in the process, or by
the type of interaction that occurred with the step.

Number of Planned Moves

The Number of Planned Moves KPI displays the number of planned or pending interactions based on the criteria
you specify. You can limit the results to steps assigned to a specific team or fundraiser, a pre-defined selection of
interactions, steps with a specific date range, plan steps of a certain type or at a selected stage in the process, or
by the type of interaction that occurred with the step.

Number of Prospect Plans

With the Number of Prospect Plans KPI, you can view the number of prospect plans associated with a specific
team or fundraiser, a selected plan type or stage, a prospect’s status, an amount range, or a certain designation.

Opportunities Amount

With the Opportunities Amount KPI, you can view the amount you have or expect to receive based on selected
opportunities. You can limit the results to include opportunities assigned to specific team or fundraiser; selected
opportunity details such as the type of plan, plan stage, amount range or designation; or, you can include only
opportunities with a specific status, such as Response Pending or Accepted. If you choose to include oppor-
tunities with an Accepted status, you can select to use the committed amount in the KPI calculation rather than
the ask amount.

Opportunities Amount by Selection

The Opportunities Amount by Selection KPI displays information about opportunity revenue based on a pre-
defined selection of opportunities. For opportunities with a status of Accepted, you can select to include the com-
mitted amount in the KPI calculation rather than the ask amount.

Opportunities Count

The Opportunities Count KPI displays the number of opportunities that meet the specified criteria.

Manage KPIs
You can manage KPIs from the KPI Instances page and from the records of KPI instances.

Add KPI Instances
A KPI instance defines what you want the performance indicator to accomplish.

For example, your event coordinator wants to track registrants for an upcoming event, comparing the number of
registrants to the event’s capacity. You can create a KPI instance using the “Event Registrant Capacity” KPI
definition. After you create and generate a value for the KPI, a link appears in the event record. Depending on
permission settings, a user can then access a dashboard displaying the status of the event’s registration vs. the
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event’s capacity. The user can also manage the KPI from this page, updating the values, editing the KPI settings,
or adding additional KPIs.

Note: For Fundraising KPI instances, a Site filtering tab appears on the KPI instance screen. To enable site
filtering, from the Site filtering tab, select Site filter enabled. In the Site grid, select sites to associate with a KPI
instance. The sites you select here in combination with user security setup determine the KPI instances a user
can view. When you associate a site with a KPI instance, a filter is created so that only users with rights to sites
you select can view the associated KPI instances on the KPI Instances pages and dashboard. For Fundraising
KPI instances, not all sites appear as selections in the Sites grid. Available sites are determined by permissions
and sites assigned to a user’s system role. Only those sites assigned to a user through a system role that is
associated with the KPI instance add or edit permission appear on the KPI Instances page and dashboard.

} Add a new KPI instance

TheMajor Giving manager wants to help his primary fundraiser - Jeffrey Andrews - track his performance related
to his annual qualified opportunity goal amount, which is $40,000. At this time, he is interested in only the
qualified gift opportunities in the “Cultivation” stage of theMajor Giving plan. He also wants a performance
below 35% designated in red and below 73% designated in yellow. Finally, as milestones, theMajor Giving
manager wants the fundraiser to satisfy a fourth of his annual requirement every quarter.To accomplish this, he
has asked the system administrator to create a KPI instance for the fundraiser.

1. From Analysis, click KPIs. The KPI Instances page appears.

2. On the action bar, click Add. The Select a KPI screen appears.

3. Select the KPI definition on which to base your new instance.

For this scenario, select “Opportunities Amount,” located in the Prospects folder.

4. Click OK. The KPI instance screen appears.

5. On the Parameters tab, select the specific information to represent in the KPI instance. The exact fields
and options included on the tab depend on the selected KPI definition.

For information about the definition for a KPI, see KPI Definitions on page 7.

For example, if you select the “Event Registrant Capacity” definition, the Event field appears on the
Parameters tab so you can select the event for which you want to track registrants. If you select the
“Percentage of Revenue Record Count” definition, a Selection 1 and Selection 2 field appear on the
Parameter tab so you can select the two selections that contain the records on which to base the
percentage calculation.

Note: A “selection” is a named set of IDs of the same record type. It has a name and description and is often
used as input into a process or report to specify which set of records should be acted on by that process.
Because selections consist only of IDs, they are optimized for peak processing speed. For information about
selections, see theQuery and Export Guide.

For this scenario, using the “Opportunities Amount” definition, you must complete the following fields:

a. When using either a Fundraiser or Major Giving KPI definition, you can filter KPI results based on an
organizational team created inManage Organization Hierarchy. An Organizational team field is
included as a filter on the Parameters tab of the KPI Instance screen. Enter or select the team you
want to include.

b. In the Fundraiser field, click the binoculars at the end of the field to access the Fundraiser Search
screen and locate the fundraiser. For this scenario, locate “Jeffrey Andrews”. This is a required field.

c. In the Ask filter date field, you can select the time period for which you want data. For this scenario,
theMajor Giving manager requested data for the “current fiscal year”.
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d. In the Plan type field, you can select to restrict the data collected to a specific giving plan. For this
scenario, themanager requested data for just the “Major Giving” plan.

e. In the Plan stage field, you can select to restrict the data collected to a specific stage of the selected
Plan type. For this scenario, themanager requested data in the “Cultivation” stage of theMajor
Giving plan.

f. In the Prospect status field, you can restrict the data collected to a specific prospect status, such as
“Identified” or “Stewardship”. For this scenario, themajor giving manager made no Prospect status
request, so leave the field blank to include all prospect statuses.

g. In the Amount range field, you can restrict the data collected based on the opportunity amount
ranges. For this scenario, themajor giving manager made no amount range request, so leave the
field blank to include all ranges.

h. In theDesignation field, click the binoculars at the end of the field to access the Designation Search
screen and locate a designation. For example, you may want to include only Annual Campaign
designations in the KPI. For this scenario, themajor giving manager made no designation request,
so leave the field blank to include all designations.

i. In theOpportunity statuses frame, you must select at lease one status to include in your KPI. For
this scenario, themajor giving manager requested “Qualified” opportunities, so mark theQualified
check box.

Note: You must complete all required fields on the Parameters tab before you can proceed to the next tab.

6. Select the Preview tab.

7. in the Preview value as of date field, select the date as of when to view the results of the value that
satisfies the set parameters of the KPI and click Go. The value that satisfies the set parameters as of the
selected date appears.

For example, you completed the Parameters tab to satisfy themajor giving manager’s request for the
current fiscal year. You can now view this fundraiser’s qualified opportunities amount as of the end of
the first month of the fiscal year.

The Value as of date field displays the opportunities amount for the selected fundraiser as of the date
you entered.

8. Select the Goal tab.

9. In theGoal value field, enter this KPI instance goal. For a dynamic goal KPI definition, theGoal value
defaults to the goal associated with the record selected on the Parameters tab.

For this scenario, themajor giving manager said this fundraiser’s annual qualified opportunity goal
amount is $40,000, so enter “40,000” in theGoal value field.

Note: For information about dynamic goals, see Dynamic Goal KPIs on page 6.

10. In theGoal aim field, select whether high values or low values represent a good performance.

11. In the Red until and Yellow until fields, enter the amounts, or select the percentages on the color bar,
to represent in red and in yellow as warnings for under performance.

For this scenario, themanager requested that values running at less than 35% of goal display red, so
using your cursor, drag the red indicator line to 35%; he requested that values running at less than 73%
of goal display in yellow, so using your cursor, drag the yellow indicator line to 73%; any values running
above 73% display in green.

12. UnderMilestones, enter each milestone to track progress.
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For example, in this scenario, theMajor Giving manager wants the fundraiser to satisfy a fourth of his
annual requirement every quarter.

a. In the As of date field, enter the date of themilestone, such as the first quarter end date.

b. In the Value field, enter the amount to reach by the as of date.

c. In the Red until and Yellow until fields, enter the amounts to represent in red and in yellow, as
warnings for under performance.

For this scenario, themanager did not specify, so accept the system defaults.

d. Click Add. In the grid, the newmilestone appears.

e. Repeat steps a-d for each additional quarter.

13. Select the Trend History tab.

14. Select whether to archive all history records generated with each instance update or only a select
number of recent records. These values are used to create the trend graph for the KPI instance.

Note: For Fundraising KPI instances, a Site filtering tab appears on the KPI instance screen. To enable site
filtering, from the Site filtering tab, select Site filter enabled. In the Site grid, select sites to associate with a KPI
instance. The sites you select here in combination with user security setup determine the KPI instances a user
can view. When you associate a site with a KPI instance, a filter is created so that only users with rights to sites
you select can view the associated KPI instances on the KPI Instances page and dashboard. For Fundraising KPI
instances, not all sites appear as selections in the Sites grid. Available sites are determined by permissions and
sites assigned to a user’s system role. Only those sites assigned to a user through a system role that is
associated with the KPI instance add or edit permission appear on the KPI Instances page and dashboard.

15. Click Save and Close. The Save KPI Instance As screen appears.

16. Enter a unique name and description to help identify the KPI instance.

17. Click OK. You return to the KPI instances page. In the grid, a gray icon appears to the left of the new
instance to indicate that a value for the instance has not yet been generated. For information about how
to generate values, see Generate Values for a KPI Instance on page 15.

18. After you generate the KPI value, if the KPI definition used to create the KPI is context-sensitive, KPI links
appear on the related record type.

For example, the scenario used in this procedure included a context-sensitive KPI definition with the
context record field “Fundraiser”. As a result, aManage KPIs link is added to all “fundraiser” record
types. In addition, we identified “Arthur Andrews” as our specific “fundraiser for this KPI, so two links are
added to his “fundraiser” record:Manage KPIs and KPI dashboard. For more information about viewing
KPI values, see View KPI Data on page 13.

View KPI Data
After you add a KPI instance, depending on the type of KPI created, you can access its information a number of
ways.

From a Record
If you select a context-sensitive KPI definition when you create the KPI, links appear on the related record type.

For example, you add a KPI instance to your system based on theMajor Giving “Opportunities Amount” KPI
definition. This definition is based on the “Fundraiser” record type. When you create your KPI, you select
Fundraiser “Arthur Andrews”, identifying the specific fundraiser record to which you want the KPI assigned.
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Note: For information about how to add KPIs to your system, see Add KPI Instances on page 10.

In addition, depending on permission settings, theManage KPIs link appears underMore information on all
fundraiser records so any fundraiser can createMajor Giving KPIs.

From the Web
With the RSS feed included on the KPI instances page, users can easily access up-to-date information they need
without opening the program. Simply send your users the RSS feed link, which they can copy into their Internet
browser and add to the Feeds list. For information, seeManage RSS Feed on page 17.

From Vista Viewer Gadgets
Vista users can access a “Gadgets” CAB file which includes a number of KPI viewer gadgets. You can add these
gadgets, which display selected KPI information, to your desktop.

From Yahoo! Widgets
Windows XP users who cannot use the Vista gadgets can use Yahoo! widget compatibility to add a free-floating
KPI widget to their desktops. The widget displays information about the selected KPI instances and is updated
regularly. For information, see Create Yahoo! Widgets for a KPI Instance on page 16.

} Manage KPIs from a record

1. Open the record associated with the KPI instance.

For example, if you added a KPI instance to your system based on theMajor Giving “Opportunities
Amount” KPI definition, this definition is based on the “Fundraiser” record type, so open the record of
the fundraiser specified in the KPI instance or any fundraiser record.

Note: Exactly what appears on a record depends on the permission settings for the KPI. For information, see
Assign KPI Permissions on page 17.

2. UnderMore information, clickManage KPIs. The KPI instances page for the selected record appears.

3. Manage the KIP instance as necessary.

• Add a new KPI instance. The KPI definitions available are limited to only those assigned to the
corresponding record type. For more information, see Add a new KPI instance on page 11.

• Edit an existing KPI instance. For more information, see Edit an existing KPI instance on page 14.

• Delete an existing KPI instance. For more information, see Delete an existing KPI instance on page
15.

• Generate KPI values for a selected instance. For more information, see Generate values for a
selected KPI instance on page 15

• Assign task permissions. For more information, see Assign KPI Permissions on page 17.

Edit a KPI Instance
You can change settings for any existing KPI instance.

} Edit an existing KPI instance

1. From Analysis, click KPIs. The KPI Instances page appears.

2. In the grid, select the instance to edit.
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3. On the action bar, click Edit. The KPI instance screen appears. For information about the items on this
screen, see Add KPI Instances on page 10.

4. Edit the information as necessary.

5. Click Save and Close. You return to the KPI Instances page. For information about how to update KPI
instance values, see Generate Values for a KPI Instance on page 15.

Delete a KPI Instance
You can delete any existing KPI instance.

} Delete an existing KPI instance

1. From Analysis, click KPIs. The KPI Instances page appears.

2. In the grid, select the instance to delete.

3. On the action bar, click Delete. A confirmation message appears.

4. Click Yes. You return to the KPI Instances page.

Generate Values for a KPI Instance
After you create a KPI instance, you can generate the values associated with its settings whenever necessary.
When you generate values, the selected KPI record opens and displays details about the indicator values. For
information about KPI instance records, see KPI Instance Record on page 18.

Note: To generate KPI values, you can also create a SQL Server agent job orWindows scripting file. For
information, see Create a Job Schedule to Generate KPI Values on page 16 or Create aWindows Scripting File to
Generate KPI Values on page 16.

} Generate values for a selected KPI instance

For information about how to create a KPI instance, see Add KPI Instances on page 10.

1. From Analysis, click KPIs. The KPI Instances page appears.

2. In the grid, select the instance for which to generate values.

3. On the action bar, click Update KPI value. The Update KPI screen appears.

4. Select whether to view data based on the current date or another date.

• If you select Process once using current date, the program creates one history record relative to the
current date.

Note: We recommend you back date values for new KPI instances, when trend information does not exist. After
you create a KPI instance, you can schedule a business process to update its values. Each time the process runs,
the program creates a new KPI instance history record for the values of the date the process runs.

• If you select Back-date, the program creates several history records for the time period determined
by the selected interval such as “every 3months” or “every 7 days”. For example, if you back date a
KPI for a year with an interval of every threemonths, the program create four history records, one
of each quarter.

If you select Back-date, enter the start and end dates for which to view data. In the Calculate value
every field, select the interval by which to generate data.
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Warning: When you back date a KPI instance, you erase any values that fall within the specified date range
previously stored for the instance.

5. Click Start. The program updates the KPI values and displays the record of the instance. For information
about the items on the record, see KPI Instance Record on page 18.

Create aWindows Scripting File to Generate KPI Values
The program allows you to create aWindows scripting file (*.wsf) to schedule and run a process to update KPI
values. For information aboutWindows scripting files, visit theMicrosoft website at
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/.

Create a Job Schedule to Generate KPI Values
You can schedule a job to automatically generate KPI instance values, such as during off-hours.

Create Job Screen
The table below explains the items on the Create job screen. For information about how to access this screen,
see Schedule a Process Job on page 1.

Screen Item Description

Job name Enter a name for the job schedule.

Schedule type
Select how often to run the job schedule. You can run a process once; on a daily, weekly, or
monthly basis; whenever SQL Server Agent service starts; or whenever the computer is idle
according to SQL Server Agent.

Enabled By default, the scheduled process is active. To suspend the process, clear this checkbox.

One-time
occurrence

For a process that runs just once, select the date and time to run it.

Frequency

For a process that runs on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis, select the number of days,
weeks, or months between instances in theOccurs every field.
For a weekly process, select the day of the week to run it.
For a monthly process, select the day of themonth to run it.

Daily frequency

For a process that runs on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis, select whether to run it a single
time or at regular intervals on the days when it runs.
To run a process once, select Occurs once at and enter the start time.
To run a process at intervals, select Occurs every and enter the time between instances, as
well as a start time and end time.

Start date
For a process that runs on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis, select a start date and, if
necessary, an end date. To run the process indefinitely, select No end date.

Create Yahoo! Widgets for a KPI Instance
With the Yahoo!Widget Engine, you can run applications called “widgets” on your desktop. You can add KPI
widgets to your desktop so you can view themost up-to-date values every time you turn on your computer.

Note: Before you can use the Yahoo! widget functionality, you must download the free Yahoo!Widget Engine
from http://widgets.yahoo.com/.
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} Create a KPI Yahoo! widget

1. From Analysis, click KPIs. The KPI Instances page appears.

2. In the grid, select the process for which to create a widget.

3. On the action bar, click Go to KPI instance. The record of the instance appears.

4. Under Tasks, click Create Yahoo! widget. The Generate Yahoo! Widget screen appears.

5. In the Save to folder field, click the binoculars. The Browse For Folder screen appears so you can browse
to the location in which to save the widget file.

6. To automatically display the widget on your desktop, select Automatically add to Yahoo! desktop. If
you do not select this checkbox, you can manually add the widget to your desktop from the Yahoo!
Widget Engine.

7. Click OK. The program creates a widget for the selected KPI. If you selected Automatically add to Yahoo!
desktop, the widget appears on your desktop.

8. To view the widget, double-click on its icon. To view the graph and thermometer representation of the
KPI value, click the Trend field.

Manage RSS Feed
You can enable your KPI data consumers can monitor KPI values from outside of the program. On the KPI
Instances page, click View RSS feed on the action bar. Your web browser opens and displays the KPI instances
included on the KPI Instances page in a dashboard format.

Note: For information about how to work with or customize the dashboard, see Key Performance Indicator
Dashboard on page 1.

You can provide the address of the web page to your KPI data consumers. With the web address, they can then
subscribe to the feed, add it to theirMicrosoft Feeds list, and generate up-to-date KPI data from their web
browser at any time.

Assign KPI Permissions
You can control system role permissions granted to each individual KPI instance. When a user assigned the
specific role opens the program, only KPIs for which they are granted permission appear.

For example, you create a KPI instance to track registrant capacity for an upcoming event. As a result, links to the
KPI are added to the event record and event support staff has access to event records; however, only event
coordinators should have access to these links. Using the Assign Permissions functionality, you can assign event
coordinators access to the links and deny access to all other system roles.

Note: For information about system roles and establishing security, see the Security Guide.

} Set user permissions for KPI instances

1. From Analysis, click KPIs. The KPI Instances page appears.

2. In the grid, select the KPI instance for which to assign permissions.

3. On the action bar, click Assign Permissions. The Assign KPI Instance Permissions screen appears.

4. Under System Roles, select the checkboxes for the roles to access the KPI.
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Note: To deny a role access, do not select its checkbox. To clear all existing assignments, click Clear all.

5. Click Save. You return to the KPI Instances page.

Import and Export KPI Definitions
If you have a KPI definition defined and saved outside the program, you can import the definition as a valid *.xml
document. for use in the program. You can also export any KPI definitions from the program as a valid XML
document.

} Import a KPI definition

1. From Analysis, click KPIs. The KPI Instances page appears.

2. Under Tasks, click Import definition. The Open screen appears.

3. Map to the definition file to import.

4. Click Open. The KPI opens.

} Export a KPI definition

1. From Analysis, click KPIs. The KPI Instances page appears.

2. In the grid, select the instance to export and click Go to KPI instance on the action bar. The record of the
instance appears.

3. Under Tasks, click Export definition. The Open screen appears.

4. Map to the location and enter the file name to save the definition.

5. Click Open. The KPI exports.

KPI Instance Record
The KPI instance record displays details about the indicator values. When you update KPI values, the record
appears. The information that appears on the record is based on the parameter selections used when you
generate the values. For information about how to update KPI values, see Generate Values for a KPI Instance on
page 15.

Goal Status
The Goal status tab displays status information related to the KPI goals. In the Time span field, select the time
period for which to view status information. You can select a predefined time period or a custom period. If you
select Custom, Start date and End date fields appear so you can define the time span. Also, if you select Custom,
you must click Go to update the status. If you select a predefined option, the display automatically updates after
you make your selection.

Goal Status History
The Goal status history tab tracks KPI status changes. For example, if it changes from red to yellow or from yellow
to green. In addition, this tab is compatible with the Custom Email Alerts feature, allowing you to track select
KPIs by directing the application to email you every time the status changes.
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Recent Status
The Recent status tab displays information about themost recent KPI instance update. For example, if the
update “Completed”, dates and times of the last update, number of records processed, number of exceptions,
and much more.

History
Each time you run a KPI process, the program generates a status record of the instance. On the History tab, you
view historical status record information about each instance of the KPI process. The information in the grid
include the status of the instance; the start time, end time, and duration of the instance; the person who started
the instance; the total number of records processed during the instance; and the server used to run the process
for the instance.

Note: For information about how to create a KPI instance, see Add KPI Instances on page 10.

Depending on your security rights and system role, you can delete a status record from the grid on the History
tab.

Delete KPI History Record
You can delete any archived KPI value update record stored on the History tab. When you delete a record, you
delete only the record that contains information about the process.

} Delete a KPI record from the History tab

1. From the KPI instance record, select the History tab.

2. In the grid, select the record to delete.

3. On the action bar, click Delete. A confirmation message appears.

4. Click Yes. You return to the History tab.

Job Schedules
You can create a job schedule to automatically generate KPI instance values, such as during off-hours. This job
scheduler uses the SSIS packages, which can make web service calls to the program so you can create a SQL
Server Agent job through the program shell. You can use SQL Server Agent jobs to generate KPI instances
automatically and opt to run the task on a recurring basis. When you create a job schedule, you define the
conditions that cause the job to run.

Add a Job Schedule
When you click the Add button on the Job schedule tab, the Create job screen appears. From this screen, you
define your automated job schedule. For detailed explanations about the fields and options available on this
screen, see Create Job Screen on page 16.

Edit a Job Schedule
When you click the Edit button on the Job schedule tab, the Edit job screen appears. From this screen, you
change the existing automated job schedule. For detailed explanations about the fields and options available on
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this screen, see Create Job Screen on page 16.

Delete a Job Schedule
You can delete existing KPI update jobs from the Jobs schedule.

} Delete an existing KPI job schedule

1. From the KPI instance record, select the Job schedules tab.

2. In the grid, select the record to delete.

3. On the action bar, click Delete. A confirmation message appears.

4. Click Yes. You return to the Job schedules tab.
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Web Dashboard
Blackbaud Dashboard Page 21

Add Pages 22

Edit Pages 23

Add Parts 24

Add Connections 25

Open In Browser 26

TheWeb Dashboard presents information from your database in one consolidated location using dynamic tools
such as lists, charts, gauges, and web content from external web sites. Users customize the content, appearance,
and layout of the parts and pages that make up theWeb Dashboard site. Other users can view or manipulate
parts for their own needs. For example, users can select the dates or records displayed in the part.
Administrators can define permissions so only specified users have view or edit rights for the site, pages, and
parts.

Parts on the same page can be connected so they share data. Using a part’s embed code and direct URL, you can
embed the part in other web applications, or use it with Microsoft Vista gadgets or Yahoo! widgets.

Blackbaud Dashboard Page
Use the Blackbaud Dashboard home page to organize your site. If you usemultiple databases, you can select the
database you want to use for the site. Once you select a database, you access the Folder Contents page. On this
page you can set site and page permissions and add pages and folders.

Site Options
Using the options under the Site Options field, you can specify which system roles have rights to edit the site or
parts.

Option Description

Edit Site Privileges Assign rights to roles. Options include the ability to personalize pages, add new
pages, assign page permissions, and add, edit, or delete folders.

Edit Part Privileges Assign add or edits rights to dashboard parts that are secured.
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Folder Options
You can organize pages by adding folders to your site. The Folder options field appears on the Folder Contents
page of the dashboard.

Option Description

Add new page Add a new page to this folder. For more information, see Add Pages on page 22.

Import page
Import an existing dashboard page using an page definition file. You can export
a page definition file using the Export page option under Page options. For
more information about exporting, see Page Options on page 23.

Add new folder Add a new sub-folder to this folder.

Add Pages
When you add pages to the site, you define basic properties for the page as well as the layout and context record
type.

} Add a page

1. From the Blackbaud Dashboard page, if you usemultiple databases, select the database to use. The
Folder Contents page appears.

2. Select Folder options, Add new page. The Add new page screen appears.

3. In the Page name field, enter the file name for the page.

4. In the Page title field, enter a title for the page.

5. In theDescription field, enter a description of the page.

6. In the Context record type field, select a record type to base the dashboard on.

7. In theDefault search list field, select a search type. The options available depend on the context record
type you selected.
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8. In the Layout field, select the web page layout. When you select a layout, a preview appears on the left
demonstrating column, header, and footer positions for each layout.

9. Click Save. You return to the Folder Contents page which displays a link to the new page.

PageOptions
The Page options field appears on the page view of the dashboard.

Page Option Description

Edit personal version
of this page

Displays the personal version of the page in edit mode. Any changes you make
to the personal version are visible only to you.

Edit shared version of
this page

Displays the shared version of the page in edit mode. Any changes you make to
the shared version are visible to any users who view this page.

Show shared view From the personal version, select this option to display the shared view of the
page.

Show personal view From the shared version, select this option to display the personal view of the
page.

Reset page content When editing the personal version, select this option to remove all
personalization settings from the page.

Edit page information Edit the page name, title, description, context record, or default search list.
Copy page Make a copy of the page.
Move page Move the page to a different folder.

Export page

When editing the shared version, select this option to export the shared
settings for the page. You can save the page definition file and later import it
using the Import page option under Folder options. For more information
about importing, see Folder Options on page 22.

Edit permissions Set view and edit rights for the page.
Delete page Deletes the page.

Edit Pages
After adding a new page, you can edit the personal or shared version. When editing, you can add parts to the
page and connect them so they share information.

} Edit a page

1. From the Folder Contents page, click the page to edit. The Page options page appears.

2. Select Page options, Edit personal version of this page or Page options, Edit shared version of this
page. The personal version or shared version of the page appears. Any changes you make to the
personal version are visible only to you. Any changes you make to the shared version are visible to any
users who view this page.

3. You can edit existing dashboard parts on this page or add additional ones. For more information about
adding dashboard parts, see Add Parts on page 24.

4. You can connect parts so they share data. For more information, see Add Connections on page 25.

5. Click Exit edit mode to return to the viewmode of the page.
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Add Parts
You can add several different types of dashboard parts such as Date and Data list parts, as well as Embedded web
content parts.

} Add dashboard parts to a page

1. From a page, select Page options, Edit personal/shared version of this page. The edit view appears.

2. Click Add dashboard item. The Catalogs screen appears.

3. Select the catalog of parts to browse. When you select a catalog, all the parts available for that type
appear.

When you hover your cursor over a part type, a description of the part appears.

4. Mark the checkbox for the first part to add.

5. In the Add to field, select the area of the page to place the part. For example, if you selected a “Two
columns, header, footer” layout for this page, you can place the part in the Top, Left, Right, or Bottom
zone.

6. Click Add. If the part has formatting options, such as Properties, Appearance, and Layout, a screen
appears so you can select these.
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7. Click OK. You return to the page and the dashboard part appears in the selected zone.

8. If you are using Internet Explorer as your browser, you can drag and drop dashboard parts to different
zones. If you are using any other browser, to move a part, click Edit to access the properties screen. In
the Layout section, select a different zone.

Tip: For certain part types, a Web properties icon appears when you hover over the part. When you click the
icon, the Properties screen appears displaying the part’s embed code and direct URL. You can use these to
embed the part in other web applications, or to use with Microsoft Vista gadgets or Yahoo! widgets.

9. Continue adding dashboard parts to the page or click Exit edit mode to return to the page.

Add Connections
You can connect parts so that one part provides data to other parts to be used for different purposes. For
example, you can connect Calendar Date Picker, Date Offset, and KPI Numeric Indicator parts so that users can
compare KPIs for a selected date with KPIs for the same date in the previous month. Because the parts are
connected, when a user selects a different date for the KPIs, the previous month’s date updates automatically.

Tip: “Provider” parts provide data to other parts. “Consumer” parts receive data from other parts. Some parts
can be both providers and consumers.

} Connect dashboard parts

1. From the edit view of a page, add the parts you want to connect, making sure that at least one of them is
a provider.

2. Place your cursor over the yellow button for the consumer part. This message appears:
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3. Click the yellow button on the consumer. The provider and consumer parts start blinking.

4. Click the blue button on the provider part.

5. Click the yellow button on the consumer part. The parts connect.

Open In Browser
When you are working in the program’s shell, you can click Open in browser on the Explorer bar to view the site
in viewmode.
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Report Options
Reports Toolbar 27

This chapter includes information about the various report options available, such as print and export.

Reports Toolbar
When you generate a report, you can use the report toolbar to modify how you view the report. The toolbar
buttons are common to all reports.

Toolbar item Description

Show or Hide
Document Maps

The document map is the pane that displays the document headings. To display or hide the
document map, click this button.

Show or Hide
Parameter Area

The parameter area is the area above the report toolbar that contains the filter fields. To
display or hide the parameter area, click this button.

First Page The parameter area is the area above the report toolbar that contains the filter fields. To
display or hide the parameter area, click this button.

Previous Page On a report with multiple pages, click this button to return to the previous page.

Current Page The chronological number of the selected page appears.

Next Page On a report with multiple pages, click this button to return to the previous page.

Last Page On a report with multiple pages, click this button to go to the last page.

Back to Parent
Report

To return to the parent report, click this button.

Stop Rendering To cancel the report generation process after you click View Report, click this button.

Refresh To refresh information to include new or updated data, click this button.

Print To print the report, click this button.

Print Layout To view the report in a preview pane before you print, click this button. To return to the
report, click this button again.

Page Setup To change page setup selections such as paper size and source, orientation, and margins,
click this button.

Export

To select a file format for exporting, click this button. File types include XML file with report
data, CSV (comma delimited), TIFF file, Acrobat (PDF) file, Web archive, and Excel.
Note: In exported reports, such as PDF versions of the reports, some items may appear as
links. These currently direct you to the Blackbaud website, instead of to the specific records
in the program.

Zoom To zoom in or out of the report, select a size (percentage) in this field.

Search Text To search the report for a word or phrase, enter the text in this field and click Find.
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Toolbar item Description

Find To search for text entered in the Search Text field, click this button.

Next To change page setup selections such as paper size and source, orientation, and margins,
click this button.

Page Setup To search for the next instance of text in the Search Text field, click this button.
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Microsoft Excel Add-In
Set Up Microsoft Excel Add-In 29

Data Options in Excel 29

Programs built on Blackbaud’s Infinity platform can integrate with Microsoft Excel 2007 or 2010 for easy access to
Infinity data from within a spreadsheet. You can take advantage of the tools in Excel, such as graphs and pivot
tables, to present and analyze the data. The data is pulled from the Infinity database and can be refreshed each
time the spreadsheet is opened or can be refreshed on demand.

Set Up Microsoft Excel Add-In
To install theMicrosoft Excel Add-in, you can use a utility on the Utilities, Gadgets, and Reference page that you
access from the application start page. After you install the add-in, a Blackbaud tab appears on the ribbon in
Excel. You can then select ad-hoc queries, data lists, or KPIs in the program to create spreadsheets with data
from your database. For more information about how to install the add-in, see the Installation Guide and the
Update Guide.

Data Options in Excel
You can display data from your database in the spreadsheet using ad-hoc queries, data lists, or KPIs. After you
display data in the spreadsheet, you can use the standard tools in Excel to format, graph, and analyze it.

Ad-hoc Query in Excel. On the Blackbaud tab, click From Ad-hoc Query to display data from an Infinity ad-hoc
query. The results of the query — the fields and data from the results tab of the ad-hoc query — appear in the
spreadsheet.

Data Lists in Excel. On the Blackbaud tab, click From Data List to select an Infinity data list. Many data lists
require a record to be selected so the data is in context. For example, the “Constituent 5 Year Giving” data list
needs a constituent record for context. When you select this data list, you must also select a constituent. The
information from the data list, including fields and parameters, is displayed in the spreadsheet. You can change
the parameters to update the information in the fields.

KPIs in Excel. On the Blackbaud tab, click From KPI to select an Infinity KPI instance. The KPI instancemust
already exist in order for the data to display in a spreadsheet.

Smart Query in Excel. On the Blackbaud tab, click From Smart Query to display data from an Infinity smart
query. The results of the query — the fields and data from the results tab of the smart query — appear in the
spreadsheet.
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Appeal Reports
Appeal Profile Report 31

Appeal Package Performance Report 32

Appeal Performance Report 33

Appeal Period Comparison Report 35

Appeal Revenue by Constituency Report 36

Appeal Mailing Indirect Responses Report 37

Appeal Mailing Unresolved Responses Report 37

Appeal Mailing Revenue Report 38

Appeal reports help you evaluate the performance of your efforts to communicate with your constituents to
raise funds. You can generate and view several reports to determine and compare the effectiveness of your
appeals, appeal mailings, and communication plans.

Appeal Profile Report
The Appeal Profile report shows information about an appeal such as designations, benefits, associated mailings,
and revenue information. To run the report fromMarketing and Communications or an appeal record, click
Appeal profile under Reports. When you run the report fromMarketing and Communications, you must search
for and select the appeal for which to generate the report. After you select the appeal, the Appeal Profile page
appears.

Note: To access the Appeal Profile report from Analysis, click Appeal reports. On the Appeal reports page, click
Appeal profile.

To run the report, select the type of information to include and click View Report in the parameter area.
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If you select Revenue Summary, the report displays the total amount of revenue, the total number of gifts, and
the average gift amount received in response to the appeal.

If you select Gift History, the payments associated with the appeal and applied toward donations, pledge
installments, and recurring gift payments appear. For each payment, you can view the constituent, date, and
amount associated the revenue. To view the applications of a payment, click the plus sign (+). For each
application, you can view the designation and amount associated with the revenue.

Note: Under Revenue Summary, the Total revenue field displays the total amount of all revenue transactions
associated with the appeal. Under Gift History, the Amount column displays only the amount of each
transaction applied toward donations, pledge i[[[Undefined variable Communications.installment]]]s, or
recurring gift payment. Therefore, the sum of the amounts under Gift Historymay not equal the total revenue
amount.

You can print the report or export it in several different formats.

Appeal Package Performance Report
The appeal package performance report includes performance statistics for appeal packages including the
number of pieces mailed, number of gifts received, response percentage, total revenue, average gift, and
revenue per piece.
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To run the report, click Appeal package performance on the Reports page. You can use the Appeal selection and
Gift selection fields to filter which appeal and gift selections are included in the report. You can group the results
by appeals or packages.

Appeal Performance Report
The Appeal Performance report provides information about the effectiveness of your appeals. When you
generate the report, you can select to view information about a single appeal or multiple appeals. You can filter
the appeals and revenue information included in the report by various criteria, such as the appeal’s category or
the date of the revenue transactions. You can also select to organ[[[Undefined variable Communications.iz]]]e
the results by the associated designations or the revenue generated by each mailing. You can select whether to
view cost information about the appeals or generate charts to represent the comparison ofmultiple appeals. To
access the Appeal Performance report fromMarketing and Communications, click Appeal performance under
Reports. To run the report, select the criteria of the appeals to include in the report and the information to
generate and click View Report.
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• On the Appeal filters tab, select the appeals to include in the report. You can include all appeals, an appeal
selection created in Query, or a specific appeal. If you select Appeal selection or Specific appeal, click the
binoculars to search for and select the appeal or selection of appeals to include. You can also select the criteria
of the selected appeals to include, such as category or report code.

Note: To compare the effectiveness of only two appeals, you can also use the Appeal Period Comparison
Report. With this report, you can compare two separate appeals during like time periods, such as by quarter of
their respective fiscal years. For information about this report, see Appeal Period Comparison Report on page
35.
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• To filter the revenue associated with the appeals included in the report by the dates of the transactions, select
the Revenue filters tab and enter the start and end dates of the transactions to include.

• On the Display options tab, select whether to display the revenue associated with each designation or mailing
of the selected appeals. You can also select whether to display cost information for the appeals and generate
charts to represent the comparison ofmultiple appeals.

Under Appeal Revenue Summary, the report displays which of the selected appeals have the highest and lowest
response rates and average gifts.

Under Appeal Revenue Performance, the report provides a detailed breakdown of the revenue performance of
each selected appeal, including the goal amount, the total raised toward the goal, the total received toward the
appeal, the number of constituents solicited through the appeal, and the response rate. If you select Break
down by designation, you can also view the performance of each designation associated with the appeals.

If you select Break down revenue by mailing, the report provides a detailed breakdown of the revenue
performance of each selected appeal by mailing, including the total received as a response to each mailing and
the response rate and average gift amount for each mailing.

If you select Display appeal cost, the report displays a summary of the total cost of the selected appeals. Under
Appeal Cost Summary, you can view highlights of positive performance and potentially negative performance of
the selected appeals with revenue transactions, such as based on return on investment (ROI). Under Appeal
Cost Performance, the report provides a detailed breakdown of the cost performance of each appeal with
revenue transactions, including the number ofmailings, total raised, cost, and profit.

If you select Include charts, the report provides graphs to represent the total raised toward the goal, average gift
amount, and response rate of each appeal. If you select both Include charts and Display appeal cost, the report
provides graphs to represent information such as the ROI percentage and total raised compared to total cost of
each appeal with revenue transactions. With these graphs, you can quickly compare the effectiveness ofmultiple
appeals.

You can print the report or export it in several different formats.

Appeal Period Comparison Report
The Appeal Period Comparison report compares the effectiveness of two separate appeals during like time
periods. For example, you can use this report to compare two separate annual appeals by quarter of their
respective fiscal years. The report includes all pledges and all payments toward donations and recurring gifts
received for each appeal during their respective years. Each appeal must have an established start date. The
report does not include any revenue received after the first year of an appeal.

When you generate the report, you can select whether to base the comparison on the calendar or fiscal year and
by which interval. You can also select whether the charts generated by the report display running totals during
the selected time period of the appeals. To access the Appeal Period Comparison report from Analysis, click
Appeal reports. On the Appeal reports page, click Appeal period comparison. The Appeal Period Comparison
Report page appears.

Note: To compare the effectiveness ofmultiple appeals, you can also use the Appeal Performance Report. You
can include all appeals or a selection of appeals in this report, such as to compare overall effectiveness. For
information about this report, see Appeal Performance Report on page 33.
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To run the report, select the appeals, years, and time period to compare and click View Report. The report
compares the performance of the selected appeals over one year from their respective start dates. The
comparison displays the total revenue received and the number of donors and gifts received for each appeal at
the selected intervals.

The report also generates charts to quickly compare the number of gifts and total revenue received for each
appeal during each interval. If you select Use running totals, the charts display graphs to represent the totals
over the selected intervals.

You can print the report or export it in several different formats.

Appeal Revenue by Constituency Report
The Appeal Revenue by Constituency report provides information about the effectiveness of your appeals by
constituency response. When you generate the report, you can select to include information about a single
appeal or about multiple appeals, such as to compare effectiveness. To access the report from Analysis, click
Appeal reports. On the Appeal reports page, click Appeal revenue by constituency. The Appeal Revenue by
Constituency Report page appears.
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To run the report, select the appeals to include in the report and click View Report. You can include all appeals,
an appeal selection created in Query, or a specific appeal. If you select Appeal selection or Specific appeal, click
the binoculars to search for and select the appeal or selection of appeals to include.

The report displays a breakdown of the constituencies of the constituents who responded to the selected
appeals. For each appeal, you can view howmany constituents of each constituency responded and the revenue
amount received from each constituency. You can also break down the revenue received from each constituency
by revenue type such as payments and pledges.

You can print the report or export it in several different formats.

Appeal Mailing Indirect Responses Report
The Indirect Responses report provides detailed information about responses from donors who did not receive
the appeal mailing, but gave a gift that was associated with the appeal mailing anyway. As long as they are
unresolved, these gifts cannot be credited to a specific mailing. The gift is associated with the appeal itself, but
not a specific appeal mailing. This report is available from an appeal mailing, under Reports.

Appeal Mailing Unresolved Responses Report
The Unresolved Responses report provides detailed information about responses from donors who received the
appeal mailing, but gave a gift that was associated to the appeal, but not the specific mailing. As long as they are
unresolved, these gifts cannot be credited to a specific mailing. The revenue is counted toward the appeal, but
not toward the specific mailing. This report is available from an appeal mailing, under Reports.
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Appeal Mailing Revenue Report
The Revenue report displays the revenue a specific mailing generates for your organ[[[Undefined variable
Communications.iz]]]ation. Revenue from unresolved or indirect responses to the appeal mailing is not counted
toward the appeal mailing; however, that revenue is counted toward the appeal itself. This report is available
from an appeal mailing, under Reports.
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Batch Entry Reports
Batch Control Report 39

Batch Exception Report 40

Revenue Batch Validation Report 40

Several reports are available to help you track the records entered in a batch and correct the exceptions
generated when you commit a batch.

Batch Control Report
If, on the Commit parameters screen, you mark Create control report, you can view a control report after you
commit the batch to the database. The Batch Control Report lists the records in the batch that were committed
to the database and provides information about each record. The information that appears depends on the type
of batch selected. For example, a control report for a revenue batch displays the number and properties of the
batch and calculates the total count and monetary amount of the payments, pledges, and recurring gifts in the
batch. By default, a revenue batch control report is sorted to reflect the order of the batch, but you can click on
the column headers to change the sort. At the bottom of the report, the time and date the report was
generated, the user who generated the report, and the report page number and count appear.

You can view the Batch Control Report from the Batch Entry page or the commit status page of the batch. From
the commit status page, select Reports, View control report from themenu bar. From the Batch Entry page,
select the batch in the Committed Batches tab and click View control report on the action bar. The Report
Viewer screen appears and displays the Batch Control Report. To close the Report Viewer screen, click the red X in
the upper right corner.
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Batch Exception Report
When you commit a batch to the database, the batch commit status page appears and displays the number of
records that did and did not commit to the database. Records that did not commit are called exceptions. The
Batch Exception Report contains information about the records that did not commit to the database and
explains why each record did not commit. The information that appears depends on the type of batch selected.
For example, an exception report for a revenue batch displays the number and properties of the batch and
calculates the total count and monetary amount of the payments, pledges, and recurring gifts in the batch. At
the bottom of the report, the time and date the report was generated, the user who generated the report, and
the report page number and count appear.

You can view the Batch Exception Report from the Batch Entry page or the commit status page of the batch.
From the commit status page, select Reports, View exception report from themenu bar. From the Batch Entry
page, select the batch in the Committed Batches tab and click View exception report on the action bar. The
Report Viewer screen appears and displays the Batch Exception Report. To close the Report Viewer screen, click
the red X in the upper right corner.

Revenue Batch Validation Report
For a revenue batch, the Revenue Batch Validation Report displays the number and properties of the batch;
calculates the total count and monetary amount of the payments, pledges, recurring gifts, and matching gift
claims in the batch; and lists the transactions entered the batch.

For revenue update batches, the Revenue Batch Validation Report compares the values of each of the fields in
the batch with what is already in the database and tells you which fields are being changed in the batch, what the
previous value was, and what the new value is.

For each transaction listed, the report provides the constituent associated with the transaction, the revenue
type, the amount of the revenue, the date associated with the transaction, and the designations to which the
revenue is applied. By default, a revenue batch validation report is sorted to reflect the order of the batch, but
you can click on the column headers to change the sort. At the bottom of the report, the time and date the
report was generated, the user who generated the report, and the report page number and count appear.
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You can view the Revenue Batch Validation Report for a revenue batch from the Batch Entry page or the batch
data entry screen.

• On the Batch Entry page, select the batch on the Uncommitted batches tab and click Validation report on the
action bar. The Revenue Batch Validation Report appears. To return to the Batch Entry page, click Back on the
navigation bar.

• On the data entry screen of the revenue batch, select File, View navigation report on themenu bar. The
Report Viewer screen appears and displays the Revenue Batch Validation Report. To close the Report Viewer
screen, click the red “X” in the upper right corner.
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Marketing Effort Reports
Ask Ladder Response Report 44

Breakeven Analysis Report 44

Export Definition File Layout Report 45

Finder File Counts Report 45

Indirect Responses Report 46

Marketing Exclusions Report 47

Marketing Record Counts Report 47

Marketing Revenue Report 48

Marketing Schedule Report 51

Marketing Summary Report 52

Membership Renewal Efforts Report 52

Removed Member Counts Report 52

Segmentation Summary Report 53

Segmented House File Counts Report 54

Selection Brief Report 54

Source Analysis Response Report 55

Source Code Performance Report 57

Unresolved Responses Report 57

With marketing effort reports, you can track the performance ofmarketing plans, appeals, selections, and
marketing efforts across your system.
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Ask Ladder Response Report
The ask ladder response report provides information about how ask ladders perform across a selection of
marketing efforts. For each ask ladder, the report displays the response rate to each ask amount. To run the
report, on theMembership Renewal Efforts page, click Ask ladder response under Reports, search for and select
the selection ofmarketing efforts to analyze, and click View report.

Breakeven Analysis Report
The Breakeven analysis report determines when the net profit generated by a segment exceeds the cost to send
a marketing effort to the segment. For marketing efforts, a review of the Breakeven analysis report shows how a
segment performed relative to its peers.

To run the report, click Breakeven analysis under Reports on a marketing effort record. The report appears.

The Effort field displays themarketing effort. To search for another marketing effort to analyze, click the
binoculars. A search screen appears.

To calculate the Breakeven (BE) figure, the program uses the following calculations:
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Export Definition File Layout Report
The Export definition file layout report provides detailed information about the export definitions associated with
marketing efforts. This report lists the output fields that match fields in the export definition. It includes field
paths, header names, and the type of data. This report is sent with the export file to indicate what to expect in
the file.

To run the report, go toMarketing and Communications and click Export definitions under Configuration.
Then on the Export Definitions page, click Export definition file layout under Reports. The report appears.

In the Export definition field, select the export definition to analyze. To refresh the data after you make a
selection, click Refresh.

Finder File Counts Report
The Finder file counts report provides details about finder files associated with a marketing effort. The report
includes the segments, source codes, packages, and number of records included.

To run the report, click Finder file counts under Reports on theMarketing Efforts page. A search screen appears.
Search for and select a marketing effort, and click Select. The report appears.
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Indirect Responses Report
The Indirect responses report lists donors who were not included in a marketing effort but who gave a gift that
was somehow associated with the appeal and marketing effort ID.

To run the report, click Indirect responses under Reports on theMarketing Efforts page. A search screen
appears. Search for and select a marketing effort, and click Select. The report appears.
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Marketing Exclusions Report
TheMarketing exclusions report displays the total number of records excluded from a marketing effort and the
reasons for their exclusion, such as the contact rules or exclusion selections. If the effort includes segment
exclusions, the report also includes those record counts. Exclusions are updated when you run the Calculate
segment counts process for an effort.

When you run theMarketing exclusions report, you can output the results to aMicrosoft Excel pivot table or CSV
file. The pivot table format supports the volume of the data returned in the report and allows you to manipulate
the data to identify errors in your exclusion settings. You can add or remove filter fields to increase or decrease
the level of detail included in the report. You can also drill down to view the individual constituents excluded from
the report.

To run the report, clickMarketing exclusions under Reports. TheMarketing Exclusions page appears. In the
Marketing effort field, select themarketing effort and in the Process date field, select the instance of the process
to base your report on. In most cases, you probably want themost recent instance. Then, click View Report.

Click Excel or CSV to download the report output. The graphic below demonstrates how the report data appears
in a pivot table.

Marketing Record Counts Report
TheMarketing record counts report shows the to-be-mailed count and source code for each segment, and the
total number of records that will bemailed for a marketing effort. If the effort includes a segment exclusion, the
report also includes the number of records excluded.

To run the report, clickMarketing record counts under Reports on a marketing effort record. The report
appears.
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Record counts are updated during the Calculate segment counts process. In the Process date field, select the
instance of the process to base your report on. In most cases, you probably want themost recent instance.

Marketing Revenue Report
TheMarketing revenue report displays the revenue that a marketing effort generates for your organization. You
can use the report to display revenue from a single marketing effort or multiple efforts associated with a single
appeal or marketing plan.

To run the report, clickMarketing revenue under Reports on a marketing effort record. The report appears.
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Under Period totals, the report displays gifts and revenue for the date range you select. Under Totals to date, it
displays gifts and revenue up to and including the date range. This allows you to compare totals for the date
range to the gifts and revenue before the start date.

TheMarketing revenue report display the following parameters and calculations.

Report item Calculation

Start date

The first date to include data in the report. For marketing plans, this is the start
date of themarketing plan. For appeals and marketing efforts, it is themail date. If
no mail date is defined for an appeal or marketing effort, the report uses the
activation date.

Total budget The amount budgeted for all marketing efforts in the report.

Projected revenue The revenue expected from all marketing efforts in the report.

Quantity mailed The quantity ofmail for all marketing efforts in the report.

Final cost The cost of all marketing efforts in the report.

Actual revenue The revenue received so far for marketing efforts in the report.

Date period The date range for the revenue information in the report.

Gifts Under Period totals, this column displays the number of gifts during the date
range. Under Totals to date, it displays all gifts up to and including the date range.

% of total gifts The number of gifts during the date range divided by the number of gifts by the
report’s end date.
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Report item Calculation

Revenue Under Period totals, this column displays the revenue during the date range. Under
Totals to date, it displays the revenue up to and including the date range.

% of total
revenue

The gift amount during the date range divided by the gift amount by the report’s
end date.

Avg gift The gift amount during the date range divided by the number of gifts during the
date range.

Response rate The number of responses to themarketing efforts divided by the number of items
sent.

In addition to a grid with the results sorted by column, the report includes theNumber of Gifts by Period and
Revenue by Period charts. TheNumber of Gifts by Period chart displays the number of gifts received for the
marketing efforts during the date range.

The Revenue by Period chart displays the total amount of revenue themarketing efforts generated during the
date range.
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Marketing Schedule Report
TheMarketing schedule report provides an overview ofmarketing efforts over a given time period. The report
can include both active and inactivemarketing efforts, and it uses the schedule date to determine which efforts
to include.

To run the report, clickMarketing schedule under Reports on theMarketing Efforts page.

On the report, you click Include to select whether to include all marketing efforts or a selection of efforts. You can
also filter the report based on date range, source code, and whether themarketing efforts have a schedule or
active date.
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Marketing Summary Report
TheMarketing summary report allows you to view detailed information about all your marketing efforts in a
single report.

To run the report, clickMarketing summary under Reports on theMarketing Efforts page.

You can filter the report based on date range, source code, and site. If you did not enter themail date for
marketing efforts in the report, the activate date appears instead. The date range defaults to the past year, and
source code defaults to blank. To open a marketing effort record, click its name in the report.

Membership Renewal Efforts Report
TheMembership Renewal Efforts report provides details about the response rate to a membership renewal
marketing effort. The report includes renewal, upgrade, and downgrade statistics for the effort as a whole and for
segments. To run the report, on theMembership Renewal Efforts page, clickMembership renewal efforts under
Reports, search for and select the effort to analyze, and click View report.

Removed Member Counts Report
The Removed member counts report lists information about records removed from a marketing effort during the
RemoveMembers process. The report includes the number of records originally in themarketing effort segment,
the number of records removed, and the number of records in the updated effort. The number of records
removed equals all the valid finder numbers in the UMC file from the vendor.

To run the report, click Removed member counts under Reports on theMarketing Efforts page. A search screen
appears. Search for and select a marketing effort, and click Select. The report appears.
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Segmentation Summary Report
The Segmentation summary report provides summary information about segments included in a marketing
effort and about the selections within the segments. You can run this report for both active and inactive
marketing efforts.

To run the report, click Segmentation summary under Reports on theMarketing Efforts page. A search screen
appears. Search for and select a marketing effort, and click Select. The report appears.
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You can also select whether to display summary information about the selections within the segments. When
you click a segment name, the segment record appears.

Segmented House File Counts Report
The Segmented house file counts report provides the record counts, source codes, and packages for each
segment in an imported house file for a marketing effort.

To run the report, click Segmented house file counts under Reports on the Segmented House Files page. A
search screen appears. Search for and select a marketing effort, and click Select. The report appears.

Selection Brief Report
The Selection brief report shows “who” and “what” for a selected planned marketing effort. Using information
from a marketing plan, it specifies which segments need to be created (who) and which packages people in those
segments should receive (what).

To run the report, click Selection brief under Reports on theMarketing Efforts page. A search screen appears.
Search for and select a marketing effort, and click Select. The report appears.
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If you did not enter a mail date for themarketing efforts, the activate date appears instead. When you click a
segment name, the segment record appears.

Source Analysis Response Report
The Source analysis response report provides detailed information about how source analysis rules perform
across marketing efforts for a record source. When you run the Source analysis response report, you choose a
selection to view data for.

To run the report, click Source analysis response under Reports on theMarketing Efforts page. A search screen
appears. Search for and select a marketing effort, and click Select. The report appears.
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The Source analysis response report displays the following parameters and calculations:

Report item Calculation

Record source The name of the record source for themarketing effort. The report includes
source analysis rule information for the record source.

Selection The segment selection in the report.

Name The name of the source analysis rule in the report.

Value The value of the source analysis rule in the report.

Quantity The number of pieces ofmail sent to constituents in the source analysis rule for
the record source.

Gifts The number of gifts received from constituents in the source analysis rule for
the record source.

Revenue The revenue received from constituents who meet the source analysis rule
criteria for the record type.

Resp % The response rate of constituents in the source analysis rule for the record
source.

Avg gift The average amount of the gifts received from constituents in the source
analysis rule for the record source.

Cost The costs incurred by themarketing efforts in the report.

Rev/M The revenue that themarketing efforts generated divided by the quantity
mailed, multiplied by 1000.

Cost/M The cost themarketing efforts divided by the quantity mailed, multiplied by
1000.

Net/M The Cost/M value subtracted from the Rev/M value.

CPDR The cost per dollar raised for constituents in the source analysis rule for the
record source.
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Source Code Performance Report
The Source code performance report provides detailed information about how source codes perform across
marketing efforts. The report includes only marketing efforts that are activated and that use a source code
including the selected part. When you click on a segment name, that segment record appears.

To run the report, click Source code performance under Reports on theMarketing Efforts page. A search screen
appears. Search for and select a marketing effort, and click Select. The report appears.

Unresolved Responses Report
The Unresolved responses report provides detailed information about responses from donors who did not
receive an offer but gave gifts to an appeal anyway. As long as the they are unresolved, the gifts cannot be
credited to a marketing effort. The donors were not part of a marketing effort but gave gifts that somehowwere
associated with the appeal but have no marketing effort IDs. The gifts have only the appeal.

To run the report, click Unresolved responses under Reports on theMarketing Efforts page. A search screen
appears. Search for and select a marketing effort, and click Select. The report appears.
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In the Effort field on the report, you can search for and select other marketing efforts to analyze in the report. If
you did not enter a mail date for the efforts the report, the activate date appears instead.
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List Reports
List Performance Report 59

List Profile Report 60

List Summary Report 60

List reports allow you to track the performance of acquisition lists throughout your system. List reports include
the List performance report, the List profile report, and the List summary report.

List Performance Report
The List performance report shows detailed information about your lists, such as response percentage, total
revenue, return on investment (ROI).

To run the report, click List performance under Reports on the Acquisitions lists page.
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You can filter the report based on mailing date range. The date range defaults to the past year. When you click a
list, segment, or package name, the record appears.

List Profile Report
The List profile report shows detailed information about a list.

To run the report, click List profile under Reports on a list record.

In the List field, you can select other lists and view their profiles. When you click a marketing effort, segment, or
package name, the record appears.

List Summary Report
The List summary report shows detailed information about each of your lists.

To run the report, click List summary under Reports on the Acquisitions lists page.
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You can filter the report based on the category and vendor. When you click a list name, the record appears.
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Segment Reports
Average Gift Comparison Report 63

Package Performance Report 64

Retention and Attrition Report 66

White Mail Segment Summary Report 66

Segment reports allow you to track the performance of segments throughout your system.

Average Gift Comparison Report
The Average gift comparison report allows you to compare and graphically illustrate average gift amounts for
multiple segments.

To run the report, click Average gift comparison under Reports on the Segments page.
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In the segment fields, you can select the segments to compare. In the Show the last [ ] years field, enter the
time frame for the report.

Package Performance Report
You can use the Package performance report to assess the effectiveness of packages. When you group by
segment, the report displays how each package performed for the selected segment. When you group by
package, the report displays how each selected segment performed for each package.

To run the report, click Package performance under Reports on the Segments page. A search screen appears.
Search for and select a segment, and click Select. The report appears.
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The Segment Package Performance report includes these items:

Report item Description

Segment selection Enter the segment selections to analyze in the report.

Mailed between Select the date range ofmailed packages to include in the report.

Group by Select whether to group the report by segment or package.

Mail date The start and end dates for information you select in theMailed between
fields.

Segment The segment name. When you click a name, the segment record appears.

Package The package name. When you click a name, the package record appears.

Marketing effort Themarketing effort name. When you click a name, themarketing effort record
appears.

No. mailed The quantity mailed to each segment and package combination in each
marketing effort.

Cost/piece The cost per piecemailed to each segment and package combination.

No. of gifts The number of gifts received from each segment and package combination.

Resp % The response rate for each segment and package combination.

Total revenue The revenue received from each segment and package combination.

Avg gift The average gift amount for each segment and package combination.

Revenue/piece The revenue per piecemailed to each segment and package combination.
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Retention and Attrition Report
The Retention and attrition report displays howmany members of a segment gave a gift during the year
(retention) and howmany did not (attrition). Over time, you would want to see the attrition number decline and
the retention number increase.

To run the report, click Retention and attrition under Reports on the Segments page. A search screen appears.
Search for and select the segment to analyze.

In the Segment field, you can search for another segment to analyze.

White Mail Segment Summary Report
TheWhitemail segment summary report includes performance statistics for white mail segments including the
number of responders and responses, the total amount given, and the average gift amount. The report also
displays the segment’s current status.

To run the report, clickWhite mail segment summary under Reports on theWhitemail segments page.
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In the filter fields, you enter a cutoff date for segments to include. If you select Include inactive, the report also
includes any inactive segments for the specified period. In the Source code field, you can select a source code to
filter by.
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Planner Reports
Plan Status Report 69

Plan Income Forecast Report 70

Planned Marketing Effort Profile Report 71

Planner Income Outlook Report 72

Planner reports allow you to track the performance ofmarketing plans throughout your system. Planner reports
include the Plan income forecast report, Planner income outlook report, Planned marketing profile report, and
Plan status report.

Plan Status Report
The Plan status report allows you to compare your expectations for planned marketing efforts with the results.

To run the report, click Plan status under Reports on a marketing plan record.
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This report displays a hierarchical view of the current status of each item in a plan. After you create a marketing
effort based on a planned effort within the plan, and activate that marketing effort, you can use this report to
compare your assumptions in the planned marketing efforts with the results.

The report uses the following parameters and calculations:

Report column Report row Calculation

Assumptions
The assumptions are calculated from those specified in the
planner. Each plan “item” in the report uses its own separate
data, and is not aggregated in any way from level to level.

Expenses Specified in the planner.

Revenue Specified in the planner.

Responses Specified in the planner.

Response rate Specified in the planner.

Average gift Revenue / Responses.

Cost per piece Expenses / Quantity (specified in the planner).

Cost / dollar
raised

Expenses / Revenue.

Actuals

Calculated from the activated mailings. Themailings are
mapped to a planned mailing (the lowest level of the plan), and
are then aggregated up through the hierarchy. So the plan level
is an aggregation of all mailings within the plan.

Expenses Package expenses + Fixed cost.

Revenue Sum of all gifts given back to themailing.

Responses Count of the number of responses to themailing.

Response rate Responses / Quantity.

Average gift Revenue / responses.

Cost per piece Expenses / Quantity.

Cost / dollar raised Expenses / Revenue.

Variance Actuals - Assumptions.

Plan Income Forecast Report
The Plan income forecast report displays the expected income schedule by marketing effort for a plan.

To run the report, click Plan income forecast under Reports on a marketing plan.
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In the Plan field, you can search for other plans to analyze. You can adjust the income interval percentages as
necessary in the day range fields. The percentages must add up to 100 percent.

To refresh the data and view the report after you make a selection, click Refresh

Planned Marketing Effort Profile Report
The Planned marketing effort profile report displays a detailed profile of a planned marketing effort, including
tasks, specifications, expenses, segment summaries, packages, and attachments.

To run the report, click Planned marketing effort profile under Reports on the record of a planned marketing
effort within a marketing plan.
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In the Planned efforts field, you can search for other planned marketing efforts to analyze.

Planner Income Outlook Report
The Planner income outlook report shows the projected monthly revenue for each planned marketing effort
during a specified year, grouped by plan. This report allows you to assess when you should receivemoney during
the year.

To run the report, click Planner income outlook under Reports on the Planner page.
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Note: Only planned marketing reports with projected revenue appear in the report.

In the Site field, you can filter the filter the report by site. In the Year field, select the year to report on.

You can also adjust the revenue interval percentages as necessary in the day range fields. The percentages must
add up 100 percent.

The default intervals for the Planner income outlook report are:

1-30 days: 50% (50% of the expected revenue for themarketing effort will come in the first 30 days)

31-60 days: 35%

61-90 days: 10%

91-120 days: 5%

Based on the default intervals, the report calculates revenue for each of the first 120 days after a marketing
effort’s drop date as follows:

Revenue = Expected Marketing Effort Revenue * Interval Percentage / 30

For example, on a marketing effort expected to generate $100,000, the expected revenue on the 40th day after
the drop date is:

Revenue = $100,000 * .35 / 30

Revenue = $1,116.67

After each of the 120 days are calculated, they are aggregated based on the calendar month. So if themarketing
effort dropped Jan. 15, the sum of the revenues for the first 17 days (Jan. 15 to 31) gives you the expected
revenue for that marketing effort in January.

Themonthly values for each marketing effort within a plan are aggregated together to display themonthly
revenue expectations for the entire plan.
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Constituent Reports
Constituent Profile Report 75

Constituent Recognition Credit Report 76

Giving Level Program Report 79

Tribute Reports 80

Industry Analysis Reports 82

Committee Fundraising and Giving Report 83

Recognition Program Reports 84

Advocacy Action Item Detail Report 86

You can generate several reports for a constituent, such as a constituent profile report and reports about
constituent tributes.

You can generate several reports for a constituent, such as a constituent profile report, a Gift Aid proposal
report, and reports about constituent tributes.

Constituent Profile Report
In a constituent profile report, you can select to include an assortment of detailed constituent information. A
constituent profile can be helpful, such as to present a constituent summary to your board members or
solicitors. To access the report from a constituent's record, click Constituent profile under Reports.

Note: To access the report from Constituents, click Constituent profile report under Reports. To access a
constituent profile report from Analysis, click Constituent reports and then Constituent profile. The
Constituent Search screen appears so you can search for the constituent to profile.

On the Constituent Profile page, You can select the information about the constituent to include in the report.
The information available depends on the type of constituent selected, such as individual or household. You can
also select which categories of information about the constituent to include in the profile. To update the report
with the selected information, click View report.

Note: You cannot select a checkbox if its information category does not appear on the constituent record.
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Constituent Recognition Credit Report
To view recognition credit information for a selected group of constituents, run the Constituent Recognition
Credit Report. For example, you are preparing to create the Honor Roll list at the end of themonth. To prepare
for the list, run the Constituent Recognition Credit Report to make sure constituents are recognized correctly for
the recognition type of Honor Roll.

Note: If your organization uses site security, the amounts that appears in the Constituent Recognition Credit
report include only recognition associated with the sites the user who generates the report has rights to access.
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For each constituent in the report with recognition credit, the Constituent Recognition Credit Report displays the
constituent name, constituent type, and primary address. The report also displays a sub-report that lists the
recognition type, the effective date, and the recognition amount associated with recognition credit. The sub-
report also displays the donor name for the revenue associated with recognition credit.

When you run a Constituent Recognition Credit Report, filter by specific selections to narrow the data that
appears in the report.

Filters for the Constituent Recognition Credit Report include:

• Include - To filter by a specific constituent query selection based on criteria you defined, click the binoculars to
search for the selection. Depending on your security rights and system role, you can add and edit queries.

• Date - To narrow the results, select the date range for which to view constituent recognition credit information.

• from - To narrow the report by a specific date range, click the calendar icon to select a start date.

• to - To narrow the report by a specific date range, click the calendar icon to select an end date.

• Recognition type - Select a recognition credit type to filter the report. For example, select Spouse.

When you generate a report, you can use the toolbar buttons to modify how you view the report. The toolbar
buttons are common to all reports.

For more information about the report toolbar, see theGeneral Features Guide.

} View the Constituent recognition credit report

1. From Analysis, select Revenue reports, Constituent recognition credit report. Or, from the Report
Explorer, select System Reports, Revenue Processing, Constituent Recognition Credit Report. The
Constituent Recognition Credit Report screen appears.

2. Click Include and select the records to include. Select “All records,” “Selected records,” or “Specific
record.” If you select “Selected records” or “Specific record,” in the field that appears, click the binoculars
to search for the constituent records to include in the report.

3. Enter the date range to filter the report.

• In theDate field, select a date for which to view constituent recognition credit information.

• If, in theDate field, you select “Specific date,” in the next field, click the calendar and select the date
for which to view constituent recognition credit information. The report will display information only
for the date you select.

4. In the Recognition type field, select a recognition type to filter the report. For example, select Spouse.

5. Click View Report. The program generates and displays the report.

Tip: After you click View Report, you can stop the program from generating the report, such as if you decide to
generate the report for a different date range. To stop the program when it is generating the report, click the
Stop Rendering button on the toolbar. Themessage “Report processing was cancelled” appears.
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6. To close the report and return to the previous page, on the shell toolbar, click the Back button.
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Giving Level Program Report
With the Giving Level Program report, you can viewwhich constituents aremembers of each level of a giving level
program. The report shows summary revenue information about the levels within a program and information
about each constituent who reaches a level in a giving program. The report shows the total given, percent of
total, number of donors, and number of donations for each level, and the total given and number of donations
for each constituent within a level. To view a detailed giving summary of a constituent, click the name of the
constituent in the report. To access the report, from Fundraising, click Giving Level Programs under Tasks. On
the Giving Level Program page, select the program to include in the report and click View Report.

In the Selection field, click the binoculars to search for and select a constituent selection to include in the report.
To include all constituents in the report, leave this field blank. To run the report, click View Report.

You can print the report or export it in several different formats.
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Tribute Reports
From the Tributes page, you can generate constituent tribute reports. A constituent tribute is a form of
constituent recognition. With tributes, you can indicate whether to recognize a donation to your organization in
relation (or tribute) to someone else.

Constituent Tributes Report
The Constituent Tributes Report displays the tributes associated with selected constituents. For each
constituent, the name appears and whether the constituent is active or deceased. The report also displays the
constituent’s primary address and all tributes associated with the constituent. For each tribute, the report
provides the tribute text, whether the tribute is active, the date the tribute was created, how the constituent is
associated with the tribute (tributee or acknowledgee), and the total revenue applied to the tribute. From the
report, you can click a constituent’s name to go to the constituent record and click the tribute text to go to the
tribute record.

The Constituent Tributes Report displays the tributes associated with selected constituents. For each
constituent, the name appears and whether the constituent is active or deceased. The report also displays the
constituent’s primary address and all tributes associated with the constituent. For each tribute, the report
provides the tribute text, whether the tribute is active, the date the tribute was created, how the constituent is
associated with the tribute (tributee or acknowledgee), the total revenue applied to the tribute, and the gross
amount of the tribute including Gift Aid. From the report, you can click a constituent’s name to go to the
constituent record and click the tribute text to go to the tribute record.

To access the report from the Tributes page or Constituents, click Constituent tributes under Reports. The
Constituent Tributes report page appears. At the top of the report, click Include and select whether to include all
records, selected records, or a specific record. If you select Selected records, click search for and select the
selection of records to use. If you select Specific record, search for and select the constituent. You can then select
a tribute date and tribute type. After you define the parameters for the report, click View report.

Note: To access the Constituent Tributes Report from Analysis, click Tribute reports and then Constituent
tributes.
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You can print the report or save the report as an Excel spreadsheet or Acrobat PDF file.

Tribute Revenue Report
The Tribute Revenue Report displays the revenue records applied to selected tributes. For each tribute, the
tribute text, tributee, whether the tribute is active or inactive, the date created, and the total revenue applied to
the tribute appears. For each tribute, the report displays the donors for the tribute, revenue types, revenue
dates, and revenue amounts. From the report, you can click a constituent’s name to go to the constituent
record and click the revenue type to go to the revenue record.

The Tribute Revenue Report displays the revenue records applied to selected tributes. For each tribute, the
tribute text, tributee, whether the tribute is active or inactive, the date created, and the total revenue applied to
the tribute with and without Gift Aid appears. For each tribute, the report displays the donors for the tribute,
revenue types, revenue dates, and revenue amounts with and without Gift Aid. From the report, you can click a
constituent’s name to go to the constituent record and click the revenue type to go to the revenue record.

To access the report from the Tributes page, click Tribute revenue under Reports. The Tribute Revenue report
page appears.

Note: To access the Tribute Revenue Report from Analysis, click Tribute reports and then Tribute revenue.

At the top of the report, click Include and select whether to include all records, selected records, or a specific
record. If you select Selected records, search for and select the selection of tributes to include. If you select
Specific record, search for and select the tribute. You can then select a date or date range and type of the tribute
or appeal and designation of the revenue transaction. Once you define the parameters for the report, click View
report.

You can print the report or save the report as an Excel spreadsheet or Acrobat PDF file.
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Industry Analysis Reports
The industry segmentation reports provide basic information about individuals or organizations grouped by
industry, along with giving totals. You can use these reports to analyze giving trends by industry and target
future solicitations.

Individual Industry Segmentation Report
The Individual industry segmentation report provides basic information about constituents grouped by industry.
The report includes a breakdown for comparison of constituent giving and organization. A constituent could
show up under different industries in the report, if the individual is associated with multiple organizations. You
can use this report to analyze giving trends by industry and target future solicitations.

From Analysis, click Constituent reports, then Individual industry segmentation. Select whether to include all
individuals or only selected individuals, and click View Report.

Organization Industry Segmentation Report
The Organization industry segmentation report provides basic information about organizations grouped by
industry. The report includes a breakdown for comparison of organization size, giving, and number of employees
who are also constituents. You can use this report to analyze giving trends by industry and target future
solicitations.

From Analysis, click Constituent reports, then Industry segmentation. Select whether to include all
organizations or only selected organizations, and click View Report.
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Committee Fundraising and Giving Report
The Committee fundraising and giving report is available for committees that can solicit revenue. It provides
revenue information about howmuch the committee has raised as a solicitor along with howmuch they have
given themselves (as individual committeemembers and as the committee). In the giving summary for the group
members, additional information about the group members is shown, such as group membership dates. If the
committee has goals or helps coordinate events, that information is also included.

From the record of a group with a constituency of Committee, click Committee under View as. The Committee
page appears. On this page, click Committee fundraising and giving report under Reports.
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Recognition Program Reports
Recognition program reports analyze data about recognition programs. Use the Recognition Revenue Report to
display revenue transaction details and use the Recognition Count Report to generate a list of constituents.

Recognition Revenue Report
The Recognition Revenue Report displays revenue transaction details for a recognition program in a time frame
that you specify.
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} View the Recognition Revenue Report

1. From Constituents, click Recognition Programs. The Recognition Programs page appears.

2. Under Reports, click Recognition revenue. The Recognition Revenue report screen appears.

3. Select a recognition program to include in the report.

4. In theDate field, select a time period for the recognition revenue information.

If you select Specific date, enter the date range for the report.

5. Click View report.

Recognition Count Report
To generate a list of constituents in a recognition program, generate the Recognition Count Report. You can
select to group report results by recognition type or level.
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} View the Recognition Count Report

1. On the Recognition Programs page, click Recognition countunder Reports. The Recognition Count
report screen appears.

2. In theDate field, select a time period for the recognition count.

If you select Specific date, enter a date range for the report.

3. Select the recognition program to include in the report.

4. In the By field, select whether to calculate the count by a monthly, quarterly, or yearly interval.

5. In theGroup by field, select whether to display the results by recognition type or level.

6. To refresh the data and view the report, click View report.

Advocacy Action Item Detail Report
The Advocacy Action Item Detail report provides information about the petitions advocates sign and the
messages they send to targets through your website’s Advocacy Action Item Center. For each petition or
message, the report displays the Advocacy Action Item Center, action item name, action item type, constituent
name, and the signature or message delivery date. For petitions, the report also includes the constituent’s
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signature number. For actions, the details include the target name, the action item subject, message delivery
method, and message delivery status.

Before you generate an Advocacy Action Item Detail report, you can use filters to narrow the data that appears.
The filters include:

Action item center(s)

To display data for all Advocacy Action Item Centers, select “All action centers.”To display message data for spe-
cific Advocacy Action Item Centers, select “Selected action centers” and select them from the list.

Action item(s)

To display data for all action items, select “All action items.” To display data for specific action items, select
“Selected action items” and select them from the list. If you also filter by action item center, the report only
returns results when you select an action item that is in the Advocacy Action Item Center.

Date

To only include data for a specific time period, select the range or select “Specific date” and use the From and To
fields to specify the dates.

Type

To display data for a specific action item type, select “Action” or “Petition” from the list. To display both types of
action items, select “All.”

Status

To display data for action items with a particular status in the Advocacy Action Item Center, select it from the list.

} View the Advocacy Action Item Detail report

1. From the Report Explorer, select System Reports, Advocacy, Advocacy Action Item Detail Report. The
Advocacy Action Item Detail Report screen appears.

2. Select the filters to use.
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3. Click View Report. The program displays the report.
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Event Reports
Event Profile Report 89

Event Summary Report 90

Event Comparison Report 90

Event Revenue Report 91

Seating Summary Report 92

Auction Summary Report 93

Auction Detail Report 94

Auction Comparison Report 95

With event reports, you can view information about your events.

Event Profile Report
With the Event Profile report, you can view information about an event, such as its coordinators, location,
seating, expenses, and more. The Event Profile report also includes information about event registrants, such as
date registered, host, and balance.

} View an event profile report

1. On an event record, click Event profile under Reports. The Event Profile report page appears.

Note: To view the Event Profile report from Events, click Event profile under Reports and then search for and
select the event for which to generate the report. To view the report from Analysis, click Event reports and
Event profile, and then search for and select the event for which to generate the report.

2. In the Event field, select the event for which you want to view information.

Note: The invited count included in the Event Details section of this report is based on the number of invitees
in the Invitee list of the event’s Invitations tab.

3. In the Show sections field, select the types of information to display in the report.

Tip: When you select Event details, the report displays detail information about the event and its registrants,
including the number of constituents that were invited to the event but did not register. To display a list of the
constituents that did not respond to an invitation, select Did not respond. From this list, you can access the
record of a constituent who did not respond.

4. Click View Report. The Event Profile report generates and displays the selected information.
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Event Summary Report
With the Event Summary report, you can view information about one or more events, based on a selection,
along with the event details. The Event Summary Report includes information about the event such as the start
date, howmany people were invited/registered/attended, event income and expense information, and more.

} View an event summary report

1. From Reports, select Event reports.

2. Click Event summary. The Event Summary Report page appears.

3. At the top of the page, click the binoculars to pick a selection of events to include. You can also select a
date range and whether or not to include information about inactive events.

4. To view the report, click the refresh button. The Event Summary with the selected information appears.

Event Comparison Report
The Event Comparison report compares the effectiveness ofmultiple events. For example, you can use this
report to compare the effectiveness of an annual event over consecutive years. To access the Event Comparison
report from Events, click Event comparison under Reports. The Event Comparison report page appears.
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To run the report, select two events or a selection ofmultiple events to compare and click View Report. The
report compares the performance of the selected events and displays the total number of registrants and
attendees, expenses, and the gross and net amounts raised for each event.

For events with a team fundraising appeal and fundraising teams, you can view additional charts to compare
team fundraising effectiveness. For each event, you can view the number of teams and the total raised by each
team and collectively. The report also generates charts to quickly compare the income raised by each event and
the average amount raised per team for each event.

Note: The Average Amount Raised Per Team comparison includes only donations associated with an event’s
team fundraising appeal and solicitors.

You can print the report or export it in several different formats.

Event Revenue Report
The Event Revenue report shows a breakdown and comparison of revenue and expenses for the event. If it is a
multi-level event, the report can display information for only the event or for the event and all sub-events. To
access the Event Revenue report, go to an event and click Event revenue under Reports. The Event Revenue
report page appears.
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Seating Summary Report
With the Seating Summary report, you can view information about how you seated registrants for a specific
event. You can run a report to determine which registrants have been seated or not, which group members are
not seated together or with their host, and you can view an overall seating summary and seating layout
summary.
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} View an event seating summary report

1. Locate the event for which to generate an event seating summary report.

2. Click View seating summary under Tasks. The Seating summary page appears.

3. At the top of the page, next to the sub reports to include in the report, select True.

4. To generate the report, click View report. The Seating Summary report with the sub reports you selected
appears.

Auction Summary Report
With the Auction Summary report, you can view information about an auction event before or after it occurs.
The Auction Summary report includes information about the auction such as the category and subcategory of
each item purchased, the total value of the item in each category, the purchase price, and the gain/loss. You can
also viewmore details such as each individual item in the auction. You can click each item to view its item record
if necessary. An asterisk * next to an item indicates that it was sold as part of a package.

You can print the report or export it in several different formats.

} View an auction summary report

1. Open the record of the auction event for which to generate the summary report.
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2. Under Reports, click Auction summary. The Auction Summary Report page appears.

3. At the top of the page, click the binoculars to search for and select an auction event.

4. To view only the items that were sold during the auction, select the Show only sold items checkbox at
the top of the page.

5. To view the report, click the View Report button. The Auction Summary Report appears.

Note: WithMulticurrency, in the Currency field, you can select whether to display the report in the transaction
currency of the items in the auction, or the base currency of your organization.

Auction Detail Report
With the Auction Detail report, you can view information about an auction event before or after it occurs. The
Auction Detail report includes information about the auction such as the items purchased, the category and
subcategory of each item purchased, the value of the item, its purchase price, and the gain/loss. You can click
each item to view its item record if necessary. An asterisk * next to an item indicates that it was sold as part of a
package.

You can print the report or export it in several different formats.

} View an auction detail report

1. Open the record of the auction event for which to generate the detail report.

2. Under Reports, click Auction detail. The Auction Detail Report page appears.
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3. At the top of the page, click the binoculars to search for and select an auction event.

4. To view only the items that were sold during the auction, select the Show only sold items checkbox at
the top of the page.

5. To view the report, click the View Report button. The Auction Detail report appears.

Note: WithMulticurrency, in the Currency field, you can select whether to display the report in the transaction
currency of the items in the auction, or the base currency of your organization.

Auction Comparison Report
The Auction Comparison report compares the results of auction events. For example, you can use this report to
compare the total gain or loss ofmultiple auctions. To view the report, from Events, click Auction comparison
under Reports. The auction comparison page appears.
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To run the report, use the binoculars at the top of the page to search for and select two auction events to
compare, or use a selection of auction events to include in the report. After you select your auctions, click View
Report. The report compares the results of each auction and displays the total number of items in each auction,
the total number of items sold, the total fair market value (FMV), the total purchase amount, and gain/loss.

WithMulticurrency, you can use the Currency filter to view the results in the transaction currency of the items in
the auction or the organization’s base currency.

You can print the report or export it in several different formats.
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Fundraising Reports
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Fundraising Effectiveness Project (FEP) Benchmarking Comparison Report 101

Fundraising Hierarchy Progress Report 102

Fundraising Hierarchy Summary Report 103

Fundraising Purpose Profile Report 104

Fundraising Purpose Revenue Report 105

Naming Opportunity Availability Report 106

Naming Opportunity Recognition Report 107

Solicitor Revenue Report 108

Stewardship Report 109

VSE Survey Report 109

From Fundraising, you can track the effectiveness of your fundraising activities, as well as the performance of
individual fundraisers. A variety of reports are available to help you measure your organization’s progress toward
meeting specific goals.

Campaign Recognition Credit Report
The Campaign Recognition Credit Report shows progress toward a specific goal, including total recognition credit,
and percent of goal for the campaign selected.
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To run the report, open a campaign and click Campaign recognition credit report under Reports. On the report,
you must specify a goal against which you want to measure progress before you can run the report. After you
select a goal, click View Report. You can select different breakdowns, such as by quarter or year, to use for this
report. You can also filter the report based on the type of recognition credit you want to include.

Campaign Priority Report
The Campaign Priority Report shows progress toward specific priority goals, including total raised, total received,
new commitments, the total amount of planned gifts, and percent of goal for the campaign selected. The total
raised represents howmuch has already been received and howmuch exists as new commitments. New
commitments include pledges and grants, minus any write-off amounts.

To run the report, open a campaign and click Campaign priority report under Reports. Select a date range and
click View Report. You can select different breakdowns, such as by quarter or year, to use for this report. You can
also filter the report based on the priorities for the campaign.
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Campaign Summary Report
The Campaign Summary Report shows progress toward a specific goal, including total raised, howmuch has
been received, new commitments, the total amount of planned gifts, and percent of goal for the campaign
selected. The total raised represents howmuch has already been received and howmuch exists as new
commitments. New commitments include pledges and grants, subtracted by howmuch has been written off for
those pledges.

To run the report, open a campaign and click Campaign summary report under Reports. On the report, you
must specify a goal against which you want to measure progress before you can run the report. After you select a
goal, click View Report. You can select different breakdowns, such as by quarter or year, to use for this report.

Hierarchical Campaign Summary Report
While the Campaign Summary Report shows progress toward a specific goal for top-level campaigns in the
hierarchy, the Hierarchical Campaign Summary Report displays details for all or selected campaigns and goals in
the campaign hierarchy.

You can view information for the entire campaign, the root campaign, or selected campaigns in the hierarchy. To
view specific campaigns, select the checkbox for each parent and child campaign to include in the report. Select
the parent campaign’s checkbox to automatically select all campaigns under the parent. You can then choose
which of these child campaigns to include. To select only the parent campaign, press CTRL and click the parent
campaign’s checkbox.

Before you run this report, a system administrator must install and configure a standard data mart. The data
mart places records from your source database in a data warehouse so you can conduct complex reporting and
analysis. For information about data marts, see theOLAP and Data Marts Guide.

To run the report, open a campaign and click Hierarchical campaign summary report under Reports.

Designation Progress Report
The Designation Progress report shows progress toward a specific goal by total raised, percent of goal, howmuch
has been received, new commitments, the total amount of planned gifts, and number of gifts. The total raised
represents howmuch has already been received and howmuch exists as new commitments. New commitments
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include pledges and grants, subtracted by howmuch has been written off for those pledges. The totals are
broken down by designation under the parent purpose.

To run the report, open a fundraising purpose and click Designation progress under Reports. On the report, you
must specify a Goal against which you want to measure progress before you can run the report. If a selection
exists that already includes the filters you want to use in the report, you can specify it in the Selection field. After
you select a goal and any other filters, click View Report.

You can print the report or export it in several different formats.

Decapitalization Fund Report
When themarket value of a fundraising purpose falls below the book value, you can decapitalize an amount of
the fundraising purpose. After your organization approves the decapitalization of a fundraising purpose, you can
decapitalize all or some of the purpose value to indicate that your organization should not disburse revenue
from the purpose. The Decapitalization Fund report provides information about the decapitalized amounts of a
purpose, including its approval and the designation into which to transfer the decapitalized amount.

To run the report for a fundraising purpose, open the record of a purpose and click Decapitalization fund under
Reports. By default, the report includes the purpose from which you access the report. On the Decapitalization
Fund report page, select the fundraising purpose to include and click View Report.
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You can print the report or export it in several different formats.

Fundraising Effectiveness Project (FEP)
Benchmarking Comparison Report
To measure and compare your organization’s fundraising gain and loss ratios year to year and against similar
organizations, you can participate in the Association of Fundraising Professionals (AFP) annual Fundraising
Effectiveness Project (FEP) survey. The survey collects consecutive annual data from many organizations
throughout the United States. From Administration, your organization can create and run a process to compile
and submit information to the AFP for the FEP survey. When you run the FEP submit process, the program
compares the payment activity during two consecutive time periods, including donations and payments toward
commitments such as pledges and recurring gifts, and breaks down the activity into gains and losses based on
the giving behavior of the constituents associated with the revenue.

Tip: For information about how to submit information to the AFP for the FEP survey, see Fundraising
Effectiveness Project on page 1.

The FEP Benchmarking Comparison report shows your annual performance in comparison to the averages
compiled by AFP from FEP survey participants for the same year. You can use this comparison to help identify
areas to improve and to help increase revenue.
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To run the FEP Benchmarking Comparison report, from Fundraising, click FEP benchmarking comparison under
Reports. Select the year of the data to compare. In the Subsector field, select whether to view the averages of all
verticals of FEP survey participants or only those related to a specific vertical. To include only information
submitted to AFP for a specific site at your organization, in the Site field, select the site associated with the data
to compare. After you select the criteria of the information to include, click View Report.

The report displays the constituent and revenue information your organization submitted to AFP for the selected
year. For comparison, the report also displays the selected year’s FEP averages and the variance between the
two for the various FEP statistics. For information about the FEP statistics, see Fundraising Effectiveness Project
Statistics on page 1.

On the second page of the report, you can view bar graphs of the statistics to quickly compare your
organization’s performance to the FEP averages.

You can print the report or export it in several different formats.

Fundraising Hierarchy Progress Report
The Fundraising Hierarchy Progress report shows progress of the purposes and designations in a hierarchy
toward a specific goal. The report shows total raised, howmuch has been received, new commitments, the total
amount of planned or legacy gifts, percent of goal, and number of gifts. The total raised represents howmuch
has already been received and howmuch exists as new commitments. New commitments include pledges and
grants, subtracted by howmuch has been written off for those pledges. The totals are broken down by
designation.
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To run the report, open a fundraising purpose and click Fundraising hierarchy progress under Reports. On the
report, you must specify a goal against which you want to measure progress before you can run the report. After
you select a goal, click View Report.

You can print the report or export it in several different formats.

Fundraising Hierarchy Summary Report
The Fundraising Hierarchy Summary report shows progress toward a specific goal, including total raised, how
much has been received, new commitments, the total amount of planned or legacy gifts, variance between a
goal amount and actual amount raised, and percent of goal. The total raised represents howmuch has already
been received and howmuch exists as new commitments. New commitments include pledges and grants,
subtracted by howmuch has been written off for those pledges.
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To run the report, open a fundraising purpose and click Fundraising hierarchy summary under Reports. On the
report, you must specify a goal against which you want to measure progress before you can run the report. After
you select a goal, click View Report. You can select different breakdowns, such as by quarter or year, to use for
this report.

You can print the report or export it in several different formats.

Fundraising Purpose Profile Report
The Fundraising Purpose Profile report shows every designation associated with a purpose and includes a giving
summary that shows the total raised, average gift amount, total number of gifts, and total number of donors.

To run the report, open a fundraising purpose and click Purpose profile under Reports.

When you click the Show parameter area button in the report toolbar, you can use the Show sections field to
specify which pieces of information about the purpose you want to display in the report.

You can print the report or export it in several different formats.
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Fundraising Purpose Revenue Report
The Fundraising Purpose Revenue report shows revenue for a purpose by total raised, howmuch has been
received, new commitments, the total amount of planned gifts, and number of gifts. The total raised represents
howmuch has already been received and howmuch exists as new commitments. New commitments include
pledges and grants, subtracted by howmuch has been written off for those pledges. To run the report, open a
fundraising purpose and click Fundraising purpose revenue under Reports. To run the report for a specific
fundraising purpose or for a group of purposes, use a selection.

The other report fields enable you to filter the results according to your preferences. If a selection exists that
already includes the filters you want to use in the report, you can specify it in the Selection field. The Start date
defaults to the first day of the current calendar year and the End date defaults to the current date. You can
change these dates and additionally filter the report by a specific category or fundraising purpose type.
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You can print the report or export it in several different formats.

Naming Opportunity Availability Report
The Naming Opportunity Availability report enables you to see which naming opportunities have been
purchased and which are still available. You can view the report based on criteria such as fundraising purpose,
campaign, facility, or any combination of these filters. To run the report, click Fundraising reports on the Reports
page and select Naming opportunity availability report.

You can print the report or export it in several different formats.
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Naming Opportunity Recognition Report
The Naming Opportunity Recognition report generates a list of constituents recognized on naming opportunity
items. To run the report, click Fundraising reports on the Reports page and select Naming opportunity
recognition report.

You can print the report or export it in several different formats.
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Solicitor Revenue Report
The Solicitor Revenue report enables you to see the performance of a solicitor or a group of solicitors over a
specified period of time. The report includes information such as the total amount raised, the number of donors,
and the largest gift. You can also see the designations for themoney raised.

You can print the report or export it in several different formats.
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Stewardship Report
The Stewardship report is a component of the stewardship package. You can link a stewardship package to any
fundraising purpose that includes donor and financial information. At regular intervals, you can run the
stewardship package process to create a custom cover letter for each stewardship recipient, along with a
Stewardship report. This report provides a current snapshot of a fund including the amount earned on
investment, amounts distributed, contributions made to the fund, and other expenses related to fund
management. You can use this report to demonstrate to fund donors and other constituents with an interest in
the fundraising purpose that your organization manages contributions carefully and responsibly.

VSE Survey Report
Colleges, universities, and private elementary and secondary schools can use the Voluntary Support of Education
(VSE) Survey report to compile data, such as private gifts and grants received, to send to the Council for Aid on
Education (CAE). The VSE Survey report shows information about the giving associated with the categories of the
VSE Survey and is formatted to correspond directly with the survey. The report shows the quantity and total
amount of outstanding pledges associated with current and capital operations, the outright giving associated
with the VSE categories, and the total given to each category by constituency. The CAE uses this information to
help your institution compare its data against other related organizations. Participation in the VSE Survey is
voluntary.
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Note: The constituencies and fundraising purposes associated with revenue determine to which VSE categories
gifts are applied. When a fundraising purpose is added to the database, your organization can assign it to a
specific VSE category. For information about how to add a purpose, see Fundraising Purposes on page 1.
Similarly, your system administrator can map individual and organization constituencies to the constituencies
of the VSE Survey in Constituents. For information about how to map your constituencies to the constituencies
of the VSE Survey, see the Constituents Guide.

To access the report, on the Fundraising page, click VSE Survey Report under Reports. The VSE Survey Report
screen appears. From this screen, you can select the parameters to use to generate and view the report. Once
you run the report, you can print it or export its data in several different formats.

} View the Voluntary Support of Education (VSE) Survey report

The VSE Survey report does not provide all the information necessary to complete the VSE Survey. The VSE
Survey report shows only information about the giving associated with the categories of the VSE Survey. For ease
of use, the report is formatted to correspond directly with the survey. The reports in the VSE Survey report are
consistent with the guidelines set forth in CASEManagement Reporting Standards: Standards for Annual Giving
and Campaigns in Educational Fund Raising, available from the Council for Advancement and Support of
Education (CASE). For more information about CASE, visit their website at www.case.org or call them at (202) 328-
2273.
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1. From Fundraising, click VSE Survey Report under Reports. The VSE Survey Report screen appears.

Note: To access the VSE Survey report, you can also select Reports, Fundraising reports, VSE Survey Report .

2. For Calculate totals using, select the date to use to calculate the revenue totals for the report. You can
select Transaction or Post Date.

In the field, select the date range of the revenue to include in the report. If you select “Specific Date,”
enter the start and end dates of the date range.

3. For Include, select whether to include revenue from inactive or deceased constituents in the report.

4. Click View Report. The report appears.
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Membership Reports
Active Membership Report 113

Membership Conversion Report 114

Membership Renewal Report 115

Membership Count Report 115

Benefits List Report 116

Membership Dues Revenue Report 117

Membership Projected Revenue Report 117

Membership Dues Statistics Comparison Report 118

Membership Appeals Report 119

Membership Activity Report 120

Membership Actuals Report 121

Membership reports help you evaluatemembership activity for your organization. You can print or export
reports in several different formats, such as .xls or .pdf.

Active Membership Report
This report provides a graphical view of the activemembership count at your organization for a specified date or
period of time. It also provides a view of activememberships by level. Themembership level data includes the
specific number ofmemberships per level and the overall percentage of activememberships for each level.

To view this report, fromMemberships, click Active membership under Reports. The ActiveMembership Report
page appears.

You make selections in theDate field to determine the period of time for which the activemembership count is
displayed. In addition to selecting a period of time, you can also make a selection in the Breakdown data field to
determine if themembership count is displayed in the graph as daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly data points.
After you select the data and breakdown options, click View Report.

Tip: By default, theDate field is set to “This calendar year to date” and the Breakdown data field is set to
“Monthly.”
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Membership Conversion Report
Run theMembership Conversion Report to determine how effectively your organization converts low level
memberships to high level memberships. This report counts the number ofmemberships that upgrade or
downgrade from one level to another, the number ofmemberships that remain the same, and the number of
memberships that were not renewed. It also counts newmembers and members who rejoin, as well as the
number ofmembers who did not rejoin because they became deceased. You can also select whether to report
on membership conversion between levels or tiers. If you do not want to display membership levels or tiers with
no data, you can select to hide those columns and rows.

Note: Amembership does not upgrade or downgrade due to a change in membership term. Therefore,
memberships with only a term change are not included in the report.

To run the report, fromMemberships, clickMembership conversion under Reports. The report appears.

Note: Report results includememberships that expire or cancel during the selected date range.
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Membership Renewal Report
Run theMembership Renewal Report to display renewal details for a membership program. For a time frame
that you specify, the report lists the number ofmemberships to expire. It also calculates the number and
percentage of renewed, upgraded, downgraded, dropped, or lapsed memberships for the program.

To run the report, fromMemberships, clickMembership renewal under Reports. The report appears.

Membership Count Report
You can use this report to view the number of activememberships for a specific month, quarter, or year grouped
by membership type or level. With the date filters provided, you identify the period of time that contains the
months, quarters, or years to run the report for. The report also provides several quick date options you can use
to view themembership count for the past threemonths, past six months, or past year.

Note: This report provides the number of activememberships, not members. For example, if a family
membership exists with four members, that counts as onemembership in this report. Additionally, the report
provides the number of activememberships that exist at the end of the selected month, quarter, or year.
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To run the report, fromMemberships, clickMembership count under Reports. The report appears.

Benefits List Report
Run the Benefits List Report to create a list of constituents who havemembership benefits. The report lists the
benefit item. It also lists the quantity and cost amount of the benefit.
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To run the list, fromMemberships, click Benefits list under Reports. The list appears.

Membership Dues Revenue Report
TheMembership Dues Revenue Report displays revenue transaction details for a membership program in a time
frame that you specify. TheMemberships column displays the number of activememberships for the specified
level, and the Additional Gifts column displays the amount of revenue from all gifts given by any member of the
specified level.

To run the report, fromMemberships, clickMembership dues revenue under Reports. The report appears.

Membership Projected Revenue Report
TheMembership Projected Revenue Report displays projected revenue for a membership program. The
projections are based on expected revenue from membership renewals that include upgrades, downgrades, and
rejoins.

The report contains a total row that calculates the sum of the projected revenue for levels in each program. It
also contains a total row that calculates the sum of the projected revenue for all levels and programs in a year.
The report calculations are broken out by each month in the calendar year.
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To run the report, fromMemberships, clickMembership projected revenue under Reports. The report appears.

Membership Dues Statistics Comparison
Report
TheMembership Dues Statistics Comparison Report compares membership data for different time periods. You
select the time periods to compare and themembership program to use for the report. The report compares
membership dues amount and count information for the tiers and levels in the program. You can group the
report by channel or by activity. Channel displays how revenue was received such as by mail or phone. Activity
displays the type of transaction, such as a join or a renew.

Note: You select the channel in the Inbound channel field on the Add a payment screen. This field is a code
table so your organization can enter the options for the field.

For reports grouped by activity, only themost recent membership transaction within the selected periods is
counted in the Totals row. For example, if a member joins and renews within a selected period only, a single
membership is counted in the total. However, a join and a renew is added to each activity sub-total for the
period.
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Note: The retention rate is the percentage of existing memberships that opted to renew a membership during
the renewal opportunity. Lifetimememberships and memberships that are not due for renewal are excluded
from the calculation.

Reports grouped by channel behave similarly to reports grouped by activity. Only themost recent membership
transaction within a selected period is counted in the total. However, cancellations are not included in any
channel revenue sub-totals, since revenue is not generated by canceled memberships.

To run the report, fromMemberships, clickMembership dues statistics comparison under Reports. The report
appears.

Membership Appeals Report
TheMembership Appeals Report compares performance information about a group ofmembership appeals
such as goals, amount raised, number of donors, number of gifts.
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To run the report, fromMemberships, clickMembership appeals under Reports. The report appears.

Membership Activity Report
Before you run this report, a system administrator must install and configure a standard data mart. The data
mart places records from your source database in a data warehouse so you can conduct complex reporting and
analysis. For information about data marts, see theOLAP and Data Marts Guide.

To run the report, fromMemberships, clickMembership activity under Reports. Select your Membership
program under the Filters tab, and specify the proper dates. Click View Report and you will see information on
amounts ofmembers, renewals, upgrades, drops, and other membership activities. You can click on specific
numbers in the report to view a breakdown of those figures.

Activememberships will includememberships that were valid at any point during the specified date range.
Retention rate is calculated as the number ofmemberships at the end of the date range subtracted by the
number ofmemberships that joined during the date range, subtracted by the number ofmemberships that
rejoined during the date range, and then divided by the amount ofmemberships at the start of the date range.

Use the Layout tab to dividemembership activity statistics into groups, including country, ethnicity, month, and
level. Click View Report to view the statistical breakdown.

Note: Address fields (Country, State, County, City) are pulled from the primary address of primary member.
Education fields (Class Of, Degree) are pulled from the primary education of the primary member.
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Note: You can export the report using the floppy disk icon into multiple formats, including XML, PDF, Excel, and
Word.

Membership Actuals Report
This report compares contributed revenue and earned revenue in two selected time periods. You can also view
the variance, or how spread out the distribution is, of contributed and earned revenue from this report.
Contributed revenue includes any revenue that is associated with a contributions-based membership. Earned
revenue includes any revenue that is associated with a dues-based membership.

Before you run this report, a system administrator must install and configure a standard data mart. The data
mart places records from your source database in a data warehouse so you can conduct complex reporting and
analysis. For information about data marts, see theOLAP and Data Marts Guide.

To run the report, fromMemberships, clickMembership actuals under Reports. Select your Membership
program under the Filters tab, and specify the proper dates in the Period fields. Click View Report and you will
see a comparison of Contributed and Earned Revenue in the two time periods. You can click on specific numbers
in the report to view a breakdown of those figures.

Use the Layout tab to dividemembership activity statistics into groups, including country, ethnicity, month, and
level. Click View Report to view the statistical breakdown.
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Major Giving Reports
Prospect Plan Analysis 123

Planned Gift Detail Report 124

Prospect Plan Follow-Up Report 126

Opportunity Pipeline Report 127

Major Giving includes several reporting options, allowing you to quickly and easily generate basic reports
tracking a variety ofmajor giving activities. For example, you can generate a Prospect Plan Analysis to review
details about the various plan types included in your system, including status and ask amount information; you
can generate an Opportunity Pipeline Report to review details about your fundraisers and ask opportunities;
and much more.

Major Giving includes several reporting options, allowing you to quickly and easily generate basic reports
tracking a variety ofmajor giving activities.

Prospect Plan Analysis
The Prospect Plan Analysis provides details about selected or all plan types in your system. You can base the
report on selected prospects or all prospects and filter on a variety of options: prospect status, opportunity
status, plan type, plan stage, and dates. You can even select how you want information grouped.
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} Generate a Prospect Plan Analysis

1. From theMajor Giving page, under Reports, select Prospect Plan Analysis. The Prospect Plan Analysis
screen appears.

Note: You can also access the report by clicking Reports on the navigation bar and selectingMajor
Giving reports, Prospect Plan Analysis from themenu.

2. In the Selected prospects field, click the binoculars. A search screen appears, and you can search for the
prospect selection you want to include in the report. Once you select the selection, you return to the
Prospect Plan Analysis screen. The report will include information about only prospects included in the
selected query. To include all prospects in your report, leave this field blank.

For information about creating a selection, see the Query chapter of theQuery and Export Guide.

3. In the Prospect status field, select the status on which you want to base your report: Assigned,
Identified, Qualified. Leave the field blank to include all status options.

4. In theOpportunity status field, select the status on which you want to base your report: Qualified,
Unqualified, Response pending. Leave the field blank to include all status options.

5. In the Plan type field, select the plan on which you want to base your report: Major Giving, Planned
Giving, Foundation Giving. Leave the field blank to include all plan type options.

6. In the Plan stage field, select the stage on which you want to base your report: Cultivation, Solicitation,
Stewardship. Leave the field blank to include all plan stage options.

7. In theGroup by field, select themethod by which you want information included in the report grouped:
Primary manager, Secondary manager, Plan stage. You must select a grouping option.

8. In theDate to use field, select the plan date on which you want to base your report: Ask date or
Response date. You must select a Date to use option.

9. In theDates field, select the date(s) you want used when filtering information for your report. For
example, if you want only information dated during the current year, select “This year”.

If you select “Specific date,” you can select a start date and an end date in the date fields to report on a
specific date range.

10. Mark the Include historical plans checkbox to include plans designated as “Historical” on the prospect.
Do not mark this checkbox if you wish to not include historical plans.

11. Click Refresh to generate your report.

Note: After you click Refresh, you can stop the program from generating the report by clicking the Stop
Rendering button on the toolbar. Themessage “Report processing was cancelled” appears. For
information about all buttons included in the report, see theGeneral Features Guide.

Planned Gift Detail Report
The Planned Gift Detail Report helps you track planned gifts in your system. You can filter the report based on
the gift status, gift vehicle, and gift date. You can also select which prospects to include in the report and how
you want information grouped.

Note: If a planned gift has additions, themain planned gift is displayed. The gift date is the date of the original
planned gift and the amount is the total of the original planned gift plus any additions.
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} Generate a Plan Gift Detail Report

1. From theMajor Giving page, under Reports, select Planned gift detail. The Planned Gift Detail screen
appears.

Note: You can also access the report by clicking Reports on the navigation bar and selectingMajor
Giving reports, Planned gift detail report from themenu.

2. In the Selected planned gifts field, click the binoculars. A search screen appears, and you can search for
the selection you want to include in the report. Once you select the selection, you return to the Planned
Gift Detail screen. The report will include information about only planned gifts included in the selected
query. To include all planned gifts in your report, leave this field blank.

For information about creating a selection, see the Query chapter of theQuery and Export Guide.

3. In theGift vehicle field, select the gift vehicle on which you want to base your report: Life Insurance,
Charitable gift annuity, Pooled income fund. Leave the field blank to include all vehicle options.

4. In theGift status field, select the status on which you want to base your report: Proposal, Accepted,
Rejected. Leave the field blank to include all status options.

5. In theGroup by field, select themethod by which you want information included in the report grouped:
Prospect, Gift vehicle, Gift status. You must select a grouping option.

6. In theGift date field, select the date(s) you want used when filtering information for your report. For
example, if you want only information dated during the current year, select “This year”.

If you select “Specific date,” you can select a start date and an end date in the date fields to report on a
specific date range.

7. In the Include data for associated households, you can select:

Note: These checkboxes appear only when "Prospect" is selected in Group by parameter.

• Show member data for each household to base your report on the household

• Show household data for each member to base your report on each member of the household

8. Click Refresh to generate your report.
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Note: After you click Refresh, you can stop the program from generating the report by clicking the Stop
Rendering button on the toolbar. Themessage “Report processing was cancelled” appears. For
information about all buttons included in the report, see theGeneral Features Guide.

Prospect Plan Follow-Up Report
The Prospect Plan Follow-up report helps you track planned, pending, or completed steps for selected
prospects. You can view steps for a specific plan stage or type, and limit the results to a certain contact method
or fundraiser assigned to the step. With this report, you can easily determine the status of all or selected
prospect plan steps.

} Generate a Prospect plan follow-up report

1. From theMajor Giving page, under Reports, select Prospect plan follow-up. The Prospect Plan Follow-
Up screen appears.

2. In the Prospect query field, click the binoculars. A search screen appears, and you can search for the
selection of prospects to include in the report. Once you select the selection, you return to the Prospect
Plan Follow-Up screen. The report will include information about only prospects included in the selected
query. To include all prospects in your report, leave this field blank.

Note: For information about creating queries and selections, see the Query chapter of theQuery and
Export Guide.

3. In the Prospect status field, select the status on which you want to base your report. Leave the field
blank to include all status options.

4. In the Prospect manager field, you can select a prospect manager on which to base your report. Click the
binoculars to access the Search screen. Enter search criteria and click Search to locate the prospect
manager. Once located, select themanager in the Results grid and click Select. You return to the
Prospect Plan Follow-Up screen. The report will include information about only the selected prospect
manager. To include information about all prospect managers, leave this field blank.
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5. In the Plan stage field, select the stage on which you want to base your report: Cultivation, Solicitation,
Stewardship. Leave the field blank to include all plan stage options.

6. In the Plan type field, select the plan on which you want to base your report: Major Giving, Planned
Giving, Foundation Giving. Leave the field blank to include all plan type options.

7. Select Include historical plans to include plans designated as “Historical” on the prospect. Do not mark
this checkbox if you wish to not include historical plans.

8. In the Fundraiser field, you can select to limit the report results to a fundraiser who is either the step
owner or who appears as an additional solicitor on the plan step. Click the binoculars to access the
Search screen. Enter search criteria and click Search to locate the fundraiser. Once located, select the
fundraiser in the Results grid and click Select. You return to the Prospect Plan Follow-Up screen. The
report will include information about only the selected fundraiser. To include information about all
fundraisers in your report, leave this field blank.

9. Select Only show steps owned by this fundraiser to display only plan steps the fundraiser owns. To also
include steps on which the fundraiser is an additional solicitor, clear this checkbox.

10. In the Contact method field, select the contact method on which you want information included in the
report based, such as a meeting, phone call, or mailing. Leave the field blank to include all contact
methods.

11. In the Step date field, select the step date(s) you want used when filtering information for your report.
For example, if you want only information dated during the current year, select “This year.”

If you select “Specific date,” you can select a start date and an end date in the date fields to report on a
specific date range.

12. Select the Include completed steps checkbox to include steps marked as “Completed” in the plan. Clear
this checkbox to include only planned and pending steps in the report.

13. Click Refresh to generate your report.

Note: After you click Refresh, you can stop the program from generating the report by clicking the Stop
Rendering button on the toolbar. Themessage “Report processing was cancelled” appears. For
information about all buttons included in the report, see theGeneral Features Guide.

Opportunity Pipeline Report
TheOpportunity Pipeline report helps you track all ask opportunities in your fundraiser pipeline. You can see
which opportunities are Accepted, Rejected, Qualified, Unqualified, or Canceled along with the name of the
fundraiser responsible for the opportunity. You can filter the report based on a fundraiser or designation query,
ask date, plan type, plan stage, and prospect status.
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} Generate an Opportunity Pipeline Report

1. From theMajor Giving page, under Reports, select Opportunity pipeline report. The Opportunity
Pipeline Report screen appears.

Note: You can also access the report by clicking Reports on the navigation bar and selectingMajor
Giving reports, Opportunity pipeline from themenu.

2. In the Fundraiser query field, click the binoculars. The Search screen appears so you can search for the
selection of fundraisers to include in the report. Once you select the selection, you return to the
Opportunity Pipeline Report screen. The report will include information about only fundraisers included
in the selected selection. To include all fundraiser in your report, leave this field blank.

Note: For information about creating queries and selections, see the Query chapter of theQuery and
Export Guide.

3. In theDesignation query field, you can select a query of designations on which to base your report. Click
the binoculars to access the Search screen. Enter search criteria and click Search to locate the designation
query. Once located, select the query in the Results grid and click Select. You return to the Opportunity
Pipeline Report screen. The report will include information about only the selected designations. To
include information about all designations, leave this field blank.

4. In the Ask date field, select the ask date(s) you want used when filtering information for your report. For
example, if you want only information dated during the current year, select “This year”.

If you select “Specific date,” you can select a start date and an end date in the date fields to report on a
specific date range.

5. In the Plan stage field, select the stage on which you want to base your report: Cultivation, Solicitation,
Stewardship. Leave the field blank to include all plan stage options.

6. In the Plan type field, select the plan on which you want to base your report: Major Giving, Planned
Giving, Foundation Giving. Leave the field blank to include all plan type options.

7. In the Prospect status field, select the status on which you want to base your report: Assigned,
Identified, Qualified. Leave the field blank to include all status options.
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8. Select an Opportunity status: Unqualified, Qualified, Response Pending, Accepted, Rejected, Canceled.
You must select an opportunity status.

9. Click Refresh to generate your report.

Note: After you click Refresh, you can stop the program from generating the report by clicking the Stop
Rendering button on the toolbar. Themessage “Report processing was cancelled” appears. For
information about all buttons included in the report, see theGeneral Features Guide.
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Revenue reports help you evaluate the financial position of your organization. Themultiple report types included
in this category provide several ways to view revenue information. You can view summary reports for all
revenue, or you can view information for specific revenue types, such as pledges or recurring gifts. You can view
the breakdown of your General ledger accounts, and information about posted revenue and adjusted revenue.

Account Distribution Report
The Account Distribution Report provides a breakdown by General ledger accounts of transactions during the
time period you select. The data included depends on the parameters you select.

Note: Transactions with a post status of “Do not post” do not generate General ledger distributions and are
excluded from the Account Distribution Report.

} View the Account Distribution report

1. From Revenue, click Account distribution under Reports. Or, from Analysis, click Revenue reports and
then Account distribution. The Account Distribution report page appears.
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2. In the Account system field, select the account system for the transactions you want to view. This field
only appears if your organization configures multiple General ledger account systems and implements
site security, and you have rights to work with multiple account systems.

3. To select the GL accounts to include, click Include and select All, Specific, or Selected. If you select Specific
or Selected, in the field that appears, search for GL accounts to include in the report.

4. To select the transaction types to include, click the search button in the Transaction types field. The
Transaction types screen appears where you can select one or more transaction types. When you select
transactions types, you limit the report results to only the transaction types you select. By default, all
transaction types are included unless you use this filter.

From this screen, you can click Select all to choose all transaction types and Deselect all to include
none. Examples of transaction types include pledges, refunds, and payments.

5. In the Post date field. select a specific time period of post dates to include. If you select “Specific Date,”
the From and To fields appear where you can enter a specific period of time.

6. In the Post status, select the post status of the transactions to include. You can include posted or not
posted transactions, or both.

Note: Transactions with a post status of “Do not post” do not generate General ledger distributions
and are excluded from the Account Distribution Report.

7. To display the report in both summary and detail format, select Include detail. To view the report in
summary format only, do not select Include detail.

Warning: If you filter the report using a small amount of criteria or no criteria at all, and you select to
view the report in detail, a messagemay appear alerting you that results exceed the capacity of the
report. In this case, we recommend you filter by smaller segments of activity, such as post date, specific
accounts, or specific transaction types.

8. To group the report by account alias, select Group by account alias. If you do not select this option, the
report is grouped by GL account.

9. WithMulticurrency, the Currency field appears. Use this field to determine how you want to view
transaction amounts in the report.

“Base” is the base currency of the associated account system. “Organization” is the organization
currency, and “Transaction” is the revenue’s transaction currency. When you add revenue, the program
calculates and stores the base currency and organization currency amounts, along with the original
transaction currency amount. When you switch currencies on the report, the amounts displayed are the
original currency amounts calculated when the transactions were added.

10. Click View Report.

11. To close the report and return to the previous page, on the shell toolbar, click Back.

Giving Activity Report
The Giving Activity Report provides a detailed account of all pledge and recurring gift activity, including
payments, installments, and balances due, during the time period you define. Grant awards, matching gifts,
recurring gifts applied to memberships, and donor challenges are also included. You can limit the report to
specific pledges, such as outstanding pledges and recurring gifts. This report shows only activity that occurs
during the selected time period; it does not list pledges with no activity in the time period. The data included
depends on the parameters you select and can include.
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Note: If your organization uses site security, the amounts that appears in the Activity report include only
revenue associated with the sites the user who generates the report has rights to access.

} View the Activity report

1. From Revenue, click Activity under Reports. The Activity Report screen appears.

2. To select the revenue transactions to include, click Include and select All records, Selected records, or
Specific record. If you select Selected records or Specific record, in the field that appears, search for the
records to include in the report.

3. Enter the date range for which to view activity.

• In theDate field, select a date for which to view activity.

• In the from and to fields, use the calendars to select a date range for which to view activity. The
report displays all activity only for the date or date range you select.

4. Click View Report. The program generates and displays the report.

5. To close the report and return to the previous page, on the shell toolbar, click the Back button.

Adjustment History Report
To view a general summary of the adjustments made to the revenue after it posts to the General ledger, such as
changes to the revenue amount or its designations, you can run the Adjustment History report.
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The Adjustment History report displays the constituent and date associated with the revenue, the revenue
amount, and the revenue type. The Adjustment History report also records and displays adjustments made to
the posted revenue, including the date of the adjustment, the field adjusted, and the field value before and after
the adjustment.

Note: The Adjustment History Report displays a general summary of the adjustments made to a specific
revenue record after it posts to the General ledger. To view adjustment information about all revenue
adjustments within a specific date range, see Adjusted Revenue Report on page 135.

To generate this report, access the record of the revenue transaction. On the Adjustment history tab, click View
report.

Adjusted Revenue Report
After you post revenue to the General ledger, you can still edit information about the revenue. If the change
impacts the General ledger, the program automatically creates an adjustment transaction to reflect the change in
General ledger. To view a general summary of the adjustments made to revenue after it posts to the General
ledger, such as changes to the revenue amount or its designations, you can view the Adjusted Revenue report.

Note: To view the adjustment history of a specific revenue record, access the revenue history. The Revenue
History page displays a general summary of the adjustments made to revenue after it posts to the General
ledger.

The Adjusted Revenue report provides information about the adjustments made to all posted revenue during a
specified period of time. The report displays the constituent, type, and date associated with the posted revenue
and adjustments made, including the date of the adjustment, the field adjusted, and the field value before and
after the adjustment.

} View the Adjusted Revenue report

1. From Revenue, click Adjusted revenue under Reports. The Adjusted Revenue screen appears.

2. In theDate field, select the date range for which to view adjustment activity.

a. In the from field, click the calendar and select the earliest adjustment date to view. The report will
display adjustment activity on or after this date.
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b. In the to field, click the calendar and select the latest adjustment date to view. The report will display
all adjustment activity between the from date and this date.

3. Click View Report. The program generates and displays the report.

4. To close the report and return to the previous page, on the shell toolbar, click the Back button.

Exception Report for Generate Payments
Processes
When you run a generate payments process, the process status page appears and displays the number of
records that did and did not generate payments. Payments that did not generate are called exceptions. When
there are exceptions, you can view the Exception Report for the generate payments process. This report contains
information about the payments that did not generate and explains why each did not generate. You can view the
Exception Report from the generate payments process status page. You can view an Exception Report for the
most recent instance of the process or for a previous instance.

You can print a hard copy of the Exception Report. To print a report, click the Print button on the toolbar of the
report. You can also set up the page format for the print job to determine how the printed report looks. You can
also use the report information in another software application or save the report in another file format, such as
to share the data with someone who cannot access the program. When you click the Export button on the
toolbar, you can export the information into a shared application, such as Microsoft Excel, or save the report into
an easily shared format, such as Adobe Acrobat (*.pdf) or a Web archive (*.mhtml).

} View the Exception Report for a generate payments process

1. Access the status page for the generate payments process for which you want to view exceptions.

2. Select which instance of the process to use to generate the report. You can generate an Exception Report
for themost recent instance of the process or for a previous instance.

• To generate an Exception Report for themost recent instance of a generate payments process,
select the Recent status tab on the generate payments process status page.

• To generate an Exception Report for a previous instance of a generate payments process, select the
History tab on the process status page. In the grid, select the status record to use to create the
Exception Report.

Note: On the History tab, you can filter the status records that appear in the grid by the process status. If you
filter the records in the grid, it can reduce the amount of time it takes to find a process instance. For example, if
you search for an instance that completed its operation, you can select to view only status records with a Status
of Completed. To filter the records that appear in the grid, click the funnel in the action bar. The Status field and
Apply button appear so you can select the status of the instances to appear in the grid.

3. If the selected instance contains a commitment for which the program cannot generate a payment, the
Exception Report button is enabled. On the action bar, click Exception Report. The Report Viewer screen
appears. The program generates and displays the Exception Report.

Note: After you click Exception Report, you can stop the program from generating the report, such as if you
decide to generate the report for a different instance of the process. To stop the program when it is generating
the report, click the Stop Rendering button on the toolbar. Themessage “Report processing was cancelled”
appears.

4. To close the report and return to the previous page, on the shell toolbar, click the Back button.
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Lockbox Reconciliation
Your organization may use a lockbox service to collect and process payments. For example, your donors may
mail payments in response to an appeal directly to a secure location, such as a post office box. The lockbox
service then accesses this location to process the payments, such as to deposit the revenue directly into your
organization’s bank account. The lockbox service also provides a batch file of the payments processed, which
your organization can import into your database to create records of the transactions. To view information
about the lockbox batch files processed for a specific date or time period, you can generate the Lockbox
Reconciliation report.

For the selected time period, you can view a breakdown of the batch files received. For each batch file, you can
view its lockbox service, its total number of transactions, and its revenue amount. You can also view the total
revenue amount of the batch files for the time period.

After you generate the report, you can print it or export it in several different formats.

} View the Lockbox Reconciliation report

1. From Revenue, click Lockbox reconciliation under Reports. The Lockbox Reconciliation report page
appears.

2. In theDate field, select the date or time period of the lockbox batch files to include in the report. If you
select Specific date, select the start and end dates of the date range to include.

3. Click View Report. The program generates and displays the report.

4. To close the report and return to the previous page, on the shell toolbar, click the Back button.

Matching Gift Claim Summary Report
With theMatching Gift (MG) Claim Summary report, you can view information about a specific set ofmatching
gift claims, based on a query selection that you define. You can narrow the report to include only matching gift
claims processed within a specific date range. When you generate a Matching Gift (MG) Claim Summary report,
you can view information the organizations for which you have recorded matching gift claims, the total revenue
those organizations matched, and for which constituents they matched revenue.

When you generate a report, you can use the toolbar buttons to modify how you view the report. The toolbar
buttons are common to all reports. For more information about the report toolbar, see theGeneral Features
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Guide.

For more information about how to create a query, see theQuery and Export Guide.

Note: If your organization uses site security, the amounts that appears in theMatching Gift Claim Summary
report include only revenue associated with the sites the user who generates the report has rights to access.

When you run a Matching Gift Claim Summary report, you can filter by specific selections to narrow the data that
appears in the report.

To filter the report:

• Constituent query - To filter by a specific constituent query selection based on criteria you defined, click the
binoculars to search for the selection. Depending on your security rights and system role, you can add and edit
queries.

• Date - To narrow the results, select the date range for which to viewmatching gift claim information.

• From - To narrow the report by matching gift claims created within a specific date range, click the calendar icon
to select a start date.

• To - To narrow the report by matching gift claims created within a specific date range, click the calendar icon to
select an end date.

} View the Matching Gift Claim Summary report

1. From Revenue, clickMatching gift claim summary under Reports. TheMatching Gift Claim Summary
page appears.

2. In the Constituent query field, enter the query selection with which to run the report, or click the
binoculars to search for a constituent query selection.

3. To narrow the results by a specific date range, in theDate field, select the date range for which to view
matching gift claim information.

4. In the from and to fields, click the calendar icons to access calendars from which to select the date range.

5. To generate the report, click View Report. TheMatching Gift Claim Summary report appears.

For more information about how to view the report, see theGeneral Features Guide.

6. To close the report and return to the previous page, on the shell toolbar, click the Back button.
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Pledge Installments Projection Report
With the Pledge Installments Projection report, you can view detailed information about your current and
projected pledge revenue, grouped by constituent or designation, for a specific time period. You can select to
view pledge balances as of the current or previous date. You can also select how far in advance and at what
interval to project pledge revenue amounts based on known installment schedules and write-offs.

• To forecast anticipated revenue from pledge installments, view balances as of the current date and select the
interval for projections.

• To view a historical snapshot of balances and projections at an earlier time period, view balances as of the
previous date. When you select to view balances as of a previous date, the report does not include any
pledges, installment payments, or write-offs added after the selected date.

For each constituent or designation, you can view the total balance of its pledges as of the selected date, its total
pledge amount past due, and total amounts due and projected from pledge installments for the selected time
period and intervals. For example, if you select to view projected amounts for the next two months, the report
displays the remainder for the current month and the projections for the following two months.

To view the details of the pledges associated with a constituent or designation, you can expand the constituent's
or designation's node in the report. To expand a node, click its plus sign. To help navigate through the
information, the Pledge Installments Projection report applies different colors to the rows for pledges and the
sum totals. For each constituent or designation, the sum total of the pledge activity appears in a dark blue row.
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Note: When you select to view pledge activity by designation, the amounts associated with a designation
include only the pledges applied to that designation, not pledges applied to other designations associated
through a designation hierachy.

To view additional information about a constituent, designation, or pledge, click its link in the report.

Note: If your organization uses site security, the amounts that appears in the Pledge Status and Analysis report
include only revenue associated with the sites the user who generates the report has rights to access.

} View the Pledge Installments Projection report

1. From Revenue or Fundraising, click Pledge installments projection under Reports. The Pledge
Installments Projection report page appears.

2. Select whether to group the pledge amounts included in the report by constituent or designation.

3. In the Pledge balances as of field, select the 'as of' date of the pledge balance amounts to view. You
must select the current date or earlier. For example, to view the pledge balances as of the previous year,
select December 31 of that year.

4. In the Projections for the next fields, select the future time period for which to project pledge amounts.
The projections include any remainder of the current interval. For example, if you select "12months",
the report displays the remainder for the current month and projections for the following year.

5. To include only pledge activity for specific sites at your organization, select the sites to include in the
report.

6. To view the results of the report in an expanded form, such as to view information about the pledges of
each designation or constituent, select Display all pledge details.

Tip: Regardless of whether you select Display all pledge details, you can expand or collapse the report
results as necessary.

7. If you group the pledges by constituent, select whether to display contact information for each
constituent.

Tip: To view contact information if you do not select Display constituent contact information, hover
over the constituent's name.

8. To generate the report, click View report. The Pledge Installments Projection report appears.

Pledge Status and Analysis Report
With the Pledge Status and Analysis report, you can view detailed information about your pledge revenue,
grouped by constituent or designation, for a specific time period. You can filter the report to include only pledges
with specific characteristics, such as past due pledges, pledges with a balance or write-offs, or pledges added
during a specific time period. For each pledge, you can view its constituent and designation, the total amount of
the pledge and each of its installments, the total amount received toward the pledge, and whether the
constituent gave the pledge anonymously. You can also view information about any balance, past due amounts,
write-offs, and reminders associated with each pledge.

Note: For pledges applied toward multiple designations, the Pledge Status and Analysis report displays each
designation split as a separate pledge. If you filter on pledge amount and the original pledge amount meets the
selected criteria, its splits appear in the report, regardless of whether the split amount also meets the criteria.
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Warning: The Pledge Status and Analysis Report includes details about pledge revenue as of the current date or
a past date. You cannot select to view pledge activity as of a future date. To view projected pledge revenue
activity, use the Pledge Installments Projection report. For information about this report, see Pledge
Installments Projection Report on page 139.

To view the details of the pledges associated with a constituent or designation, you can expand the constituent's
or designation's node in the report. To help navigate through the information, the Pledge Status and Analysis
report applies different colors to the rows for pledges, pledge installments, and the sum totals.

• When you expand a node, each pledge for the constituent or designation appears in a light blue row.

• When you expand a node, each installment for a pledge appears in a white row.

• For each constituent or designation, the sum total of the pledge activity appears in a dark blue row.

To view additional information about a constituent, designation, pledge, or pledge installment, click its link in the
report.

Note: If your organization uses site security, the amounts that appears in the Pledge Status and Analysis report
include only revenue associated with the sites the user who generates the report has rights to access.

} View the Pledge Status and Analysis report

1. From Revenue or Fundraising, click Pledge status and analysis under Reports. The Pledge Status and
Analysis report page appears.

2. Select whether to group the pledges included in the report by constituent or designation.
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3. In theDisplay field, select the type and revenue amount of the pledges to include in the report. For
example, to see all pledges with a balance greater than $100.00, you can select to include "All pledges
with a balance" and "Greater than $100.00".

4. In theDate or As of field, select the date criteria of the pledges to include.

5. To view the results of the report in an expanded form, such as to view information about each pledge's
designations or installments, select Display all pledge details.

Tip: Regardless of whether you select Display all pledge details, you can expand or collapse the report
results as necessary.

6. If you group the pledges by constituent, select whether to display contact information for each
constituent.

Tip: To view contact information if you do not select Display constituent contact information, hover
over the constituent's name.

7. To generate the report, click View report. The Pledge Status and Analysis report appears.

Post Revenue to General Ledger Reports
You can generatemultiple reports to view activity for a Post revenue to GL process.

Pre-post Report
Before you post revenue to the General ledger, you can generate a preview report to determine if the post
process includes the criteria you want to use. The report includes information about each transaction and
displays the total amount of revenue that will be posted once you run the process. You can save or print the
report. This report is view only and cannot be edited.
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} Generate a Pre-post Report

You can access the Pre-post report from the Post Revenue to GL page. You can create this report only for process
instances that have not yet been run.

1. From Revenue, click Post revenue to GL. The Post Revenue to GL page appears.

2. Under Post to GL processes, select the post process for which to generate the report.

3. On the action bar, click Pre-post report. The report appears.

4. To close the report and return to the previous page, click Back.

Post to GLReport
The Post to GL report provides information about revenue that successfully posted with a post process. The
report includes information such as post date, account, project, and debit and credit amounts. It also provides
the grand total of the revenue posted with the process. You can save or print the report. This report is view only
and cannot be edited.

Note: After you run a post process, the Post to GL report automatically appears.

} Generate a Post to GL report

You can access the Post report from the Recent status tab or History tab on the status page of a post process.
The instance of the process for which you generate the report must have a status of Completed.

1. From Revenue, click Post revenue to GL. The Post Revenue to GL page appears.

2. Under Post to GL processes, click the name of the process for which to generate the report. The process
status page appears.

3. Select which instance to generate the report for.

• To generate the report for themost recent instance, select the Recent status tab.

• To generate the report for a previous instance, select the History tab. In the grid, select the instance
for which to generate the report.

4. On the action bar, click Post report. The report appears.
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5. To close the report and return to the previous page, on the shell toolbar, click Back.

Post to GL Exception Report
The Exception report provides information about revenue that did not successfully post with post process. This
report includes information such as post date, account, project, debit and credit amounts, and the reason the
post failed, such as a designation not mapped to a GL code. You can save or print the report. This report is view
only and cannot be edited.

} Generate a Post to GL Exception report

You can access the exception report from the Recent status tab or History tab on the status page of a post
process.

1. From Revenue, click Post revenue to GL. The Post Revenue to GL page appears.

2. Under Post to GL processes, click the name of the process for which to generate the report. The process
status page appears.

3. Select which instance to generate the report for.

• To generate the report for themost recent instance, select the Recent status tab.

• To generate the report for a previous instance, select the History tab. In the grid, select the instance
for which to generate the report.

4. On the action bar, click Exception report. The report appears.

5. To close the report and return to the previous page, on the shell toolbar, click Back.

Post to GL Included Transactions Detail Report
The Post detail report provides a list of all revenue transactions successfully posted with a post process. This
report includes information about only the original transactions posted by the process, and does not include
adjustments. For each posted transaction, you can view the ID, reference, date, and amount. You can save or
print the report. This report is view only and cannot be edited.

From the report, you can access the record of a transaction included in the process. To access the record, click its
listing in the Revenue ID column of the report.
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You can access the detail report from the Recent status tab or History tab on the status page of a post process.
To access the report from the record of a transaction included in the process, click the ID number in the Post
process field.

} Generate a Post to GL Included Transactions report

1. From Revenue, click Post revenue to GL. The Post Revenue to GL page appears.

2. Under Post to GL processes, click the name of the process for which to generate the report. The process
status page appears.

3. Select which instance to generate the report for.

• To generate the report for themost recent instance, select the Recent status tab.

• To generate the report for a previous instance, select the History tab. In the grid, select the instance
for which to generate the report.

4. On the action bar, click Post detail report. The report appears.

5. To close the report and return to the previous page, on the shell toolbar, click Back.

Projected Income Report
The Projected Income report provides information about anticipated revenue from scheduled pledge
installments and recurring gift payments. When you run the report, you can select whether to display projected
revenue from pledges and recurring gifts until the end of either the calendar year or fiscal year. You can also
select whether to view totals from all designations, selected designations, or a specific designation. When you
run the Projected Income report, the program calculates and displays the total projected revenue from pledges
and recurring gifts until the end of the calendar year or fiscal year, broken down by period ofmonth, quarter, or
year.
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Note: If your organization uses site security, the amounts that appears in the Projected Income report include
only revenue associated with the sites the user who generates the report has rights to access.

When you generate a report, you can use the toolbar buttons to modify how you view the report. The toolbar
buttons are common to all reports.

For more information about the report toolbar, see theGeneral Features Guide.

} View the Projected Income report

1. From Analysis, click Revenue reports. The Revenue reports page appears.

2. Click Projected income report. The Projected Income report page appears.

3. Select whether to include revenue toward all designations, selected designations, or a specific
designation. If you select Selected designations, search for and select the selection of designations to
include.

4. For Year type, select whether to calculate projected income to the end of the calendar year or fiscal year.

5. In the Period field, select whether to view totals by month, quarter, or year.

6. To include only revenue associated with a specific site, in the Site field, select the site to include.

7. Click View Report. The program generates and displays the report.

Tip: After you click View Report, you can stop the program from generating the report, such as if you decide to
generate the report for a different date range. To stop the program when it is generating the report, click the
Stop Rendering button on the toolbar. Themessage “Report processing was cancelled” appears.
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8. To close the report and return to the previous page, on the shell toolbar, click the Back button.

Recognition Credits Report
To view recognition credit information for a selected group of revenue or constituents, generate the Recognition
Credits report. For example, generate this report to make sure board members are correctly recognized for gifts
for a given period of time.

Note: If your organization uses site security, the amounts that appears in the Recognition Credits report
include only revenue and recognition associated with the sites the user who generates the report has rights to
access.

The Recognition Credits report displays a list of constituents and recognition credits with the associated revenue.
The recognition credit constituent name, recognition credit type, effective date, and the recognition amount
display on the report. In addition, the report also displays the donor constituent name, the revenue date,
revenue type, and revenue amount for the revenue associated with the recognition credit.

When you run a Recognition Credits report, filter by specific selections to narrow the data that appears in the
report.

Filters for the Recognition Credits report include:

• Include, Revenue query - To filter by a specific revenue transaction query selection based on criteria you
defined, click the binoculars to search for the selection. Depending on your security rights and system role,
you can add and edit queries.

• Include, Constituent query - To filter by a specific constituent query selection based on criteria you defined,
click the binoculars to search for the selection. Depending on your security rights and system role, you can add
and edit queries.

• Date - To narrow the results, select the date range for which to view recognition credit information.

• from - To narrow the report by a specific date range, click the calendar icon to select a start date.

• to - To narrow the report by a specific date range, click the calendar icon to select an end date.
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• Appeal - To include recognition for a specific appeal only, click the binoculars to search for and select an
appeal. For example, select Walk-A-Thon.

• Designation - To include recognition for a specific designation only, click the binoculars to search for and select
a designation. For example, select Library.

• Recognition type - Select a recognition credit type to filter the report. For example, select Spouse.

• Campaign - To include recognition for a specific campaign only, click the binoculars to search for and select a
campaign. For example, select Capital Campaign.

When you generate a report, you can use the toolbar buttons to modify how you view the report. The toolbar
buttons are common to all reports.

For more information about the report toolbar, see theGeneral Features Guide.

} View the Recognition credits report

1. From Analysis, select Revenue reports, Recognition credits. Or, from the Report Explorer, select System
Reports, Revenue Processing, Recognition Credits Report. The Recognition Credits screen appears.

2. In the Selected revenue frame, click Include and select the records to include. Select “All records,”
“Selected records,” or “Specific record.” If you select “Selected records” or “Specific record,” in the field
that appears, click the binoculars to search for the revenue transaction records to include in the report.

Note: If you select a revenue transaction query and a constituent query, the two queries merge before query
results appear. However, records in the revenue transaction query that are not in the constituent query are
removed from themerged query. For example, Michael Adamson’s $50 cash gift is in the revenue transaction
query. BecauseMichael Adamson is not in the constituent query, he does not appear in the report results.

3. In the Selected constituent frame, click Include and select the records to include. Select “All records,”
“Selected records,” or “Specific record.” If you select “Selected records” or “Specific record,” in the field
that appears, click the binoculars to search for the constituent records to include in the report.

4. Enter the date range to filter the report.

• In theDate field, select a date for which to view constituent recognition credit information.

• If, in theDate field, you select “Specific date,” in the next field, click the calendar and select the date
for which to view recognition credit information. The report will display information only for the date
you select.

5. Select filters as necessary, such as by appeal, designation, or recognition type.

6. Click View Report. The program generates and displays the report.

7. To close the report and return to the previous page, on the shell toolbar, click the Back button.

Reconcile Deposits Report
You must reconcile the payments entered in the program or posted to the General ledger with your
organization’s bank deposit. To help reconcile the payments your organization receives to the revenue
deposited to your organization’s bank account, the program provides the Reconcile Deposits report.
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Note: If your organization uses site security, the amounts that appears in the Reconcile Deposits report include
only revenue associated with the sites the user who generates the report has rights to access.

The Reconcile Deposits report provides information about the cash, check, credit card, and direct debit
payments received from a selection of revenue records, including the sum of the selected payments, the
constituent who made each payment, the date of each payment, and the payment method and amount of each
payment. The report groups payments by batch and provides the sum and count of payments received that can
be deposited, by payment type.

} View the Reconcile Deposits report

1. From Revenue, click Reconcile deposits under Reports. Or, from Analysis, click Revenue reports and
then Reconcile deposits. The Reconcile Deposits screen appears.

2. To select the revenue transactions to include, click Include and select All records, Selected records, or
Specific record. If you select Selected records or Specific record, in the field that appears,search for and
select the records to include in the report.

3. In theDate to use field, select whether to use the “Date” or the “Post date” for the revenue.

4. Enter the date range for which to view deposits.

• In theDate field, select a date for which to view deposits.

• In the from and to fields, use the calendars to select a date range for which to view deposits. The
report will display deposits only for the date or date range you select.

Note: The Reconcile Deposits report shows only payments that can be deposited, regardless of whether the
selection contains revenue that cannot be deposited.

5. Click View Report. The program generates and displays the report.

6. To close the report and return to the previous page, on the shell toolbar, click Back.
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Recurring Gift Missed Payment Report
The Recurring Gift Missed Payment Report processes information for recurring gifts with missed payments, such
as the number of payments skipped or missed since the last payment made. For example, you may want to see
all donors who missed their last three payments. You can then use the information to contact them about
resuming their donations.

Note: If your organization uses site security, the amounts that appears in the Recurring Gift Missed Payment
report include only revenue associated with the sites the user who generates the report has rights to access.

The report processes information based on the number of payments skipped or missed since the last payment
made. For example, Robert Hernandez made a recurring gift of $10 on January 1with a transaction due on the
first of each month. Since then, Robert made the following payments.

Date Payment

January 1 $10 payment received
February 1 $10 payment received
March 1 $10 payment received
April 1 $10 payment received
May 1 no payment received
June 1 no payment received
July 1 no payment received

If you run the report on July 15with themissed payments of “3,” the report includes Robert Hernandez because
hemissed his last three payments.

} View the Recurring Gift Missed Payment Report

1. From Revenue, click Recurring gift missed paymentunder Reports. Or, from Analysis, click Revenue
reports and the Recurring gift missed payment . The Recurring Gift Missed Payment Report screen
appears.

2. To select the revenue transactions to include, click Include and select All records, Selected records, or
Specific record. If you select Selected records or Specific record, in the field that appears,search for and
select the records to include in the report.
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3. In theDate field, select a date for which to viewmissed recurring gift payments. If you select Specific
date, select the date for which to viewmissed recurring gift payments. The report will display all missed
recurring gift payments only for the date you select.

4. In theMinimum number of missed payments field, enter theminimum number ofmissed payments to
include.

5. Click View Report. The program generates and displays the report.

6. To close the report and return to the previous page, on the shell toolbar, click the Back button.

Revenue Annual Statement Report
The Revenue Annual Statement Report provides constituent giving histories for a time period you select. It can
include receipt information, including receipts with no receipt amount. This report is useful to send to
constituents as an end-of-the-year report so they can review their donations for tax purposes. Each constituent’s
information appears on a separate page. The data included depends on the parameters you select.

Note: If your organization uses site security, the amounts that appears in the Revenue Annual Statement
report include only revenue associated with the sites the user who generates the report has rights to access.

If your organization uses constituent groups and households, you can select to view any revenue from the
constituent group or household of which the constituents in the report aremembers. For example, if revenue
information for Robert Hernandez appears in the Revenue Annual Statement Report, you can also view total
giving information for the Hernandez household.
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} View the Revenue Annual Statement report

1. From Revenue, click Revenue annual statement report under Reports. Or, from the Report Explorer,
select System Reports, Revenue Processing, Revenue Annual Statement Report. The Revenue Annual
Statement Report screen appears.

2. To select the constituents to include, click Include and select All records, Selected records, or Specific
record. If you select Selected records or Specific record, in the field that appears,search for and select the
records to include in the report.

3. Enter the date range for which to view constituent giving histories.

• In theDate field, select a date for which to view constituent giving histories.

• If, in theDate field, you select “Specific date,” in the date range fields, click the calendar and select
the date range for which to view constituent giving histories. The report displays only constituent
giving histories for the date range you select.

4. To display revenue information for any households or groups of which the constituent is a part, select
Include applicable groups/households on members’ statements.

5. Click View Report. The program generates and displays the report.

6. To close the report and return to the previous page, on the shell toolbar, click the Back button.

Revenue by Payment Method Report
The Revenue by Payment Method report provides a breakdown of revenue activity by payment method. When
you run the report, you can select to include revenue of all application types and payment methods or only
specific application types and payment methods. You can also select whether to include only revenue from a
specific time period. When you run the Revenue by Payment Method report, the program displays a breakdown
of the number of transactions and total revenue received by each payment method for each revenue type.
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Note: If your organization uses site security, the amounts that appears in the Revenue by Payment Method
report include only revenue associated with the sites the user who generates the report has rights to access.

When you generate a report, you can use the toolbar buttons to modify how you view the report. The toolbar
buttons are common to all reports.

For more information about the report toolbar, see theGeneral Features Guide.

} View the Revenue by Payment Method report

1. From Revenue, click Revenue by payment method under Reports. Or, from Analysis, select Revenue
reports, Revenue by payment method. The Revenue by Payment Method screen appears.

2. In the Revenue field, select whether to include revenue applied toward all application types or only
specific applications. If you select Selected application types, select the types of applications to include
such as donations and pledges.

3. In the Payment methods field, select whether to include revenue from all payment methods or only
specific payment methods. If you select Selected payment methods, select the types of payment
methods to include.

4. In theDate field, select the time period of the revenue to include. To include all revenue transactions of
the selected application types and payment methods, select All dates. If you select Specific date, enter
the start and end dates of the time period.

5. Click View Report. The program generates and displays the report.

6. To close the report and return to the previous page, on the shell toolbar, click the Back button.
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Giving Detail Report
The Giving Detail report provides information about constituent giving during a time period you define. The
report includes totals of revenue received within the date range for each designation, as well as constituent name
and address information. The data included in the report depends on the parameters you select.

Note: If your organization uses site security, the amounts that appears in the Giving Detail report include only
revenue associated with the sites the user who generates the report has rights to access.

} View the Giving Detail report

1. From Revenue, click Giving detail under Reports. Or, from Analysis, select Revenue reports, Giving
detail. The Giving Detail screen appears.

2. Click Include and select the records to include. Select “All records,” “Selected records,” or “Specific
record.” If you select “Selected records” or “Specific record,” in the field that appears, search for the
records to include in the report.

3. Enter the date range for which to view detailed revenue information.

• In theDate field, select a date for which to view detailed revenue information.

• In the from and to fields, use the calendars to select a date range for which to view activity. The
report displays activity only for the date or date range you select.

4. To include revenue for a specific designation only, in theDesignation field, click the binoculars to search
for and select a designation, for example, “Library.”

If the revenue is split between the designation you selected and another designation, the report includes
the full amount of the revenue, but lists all designations to which the revenue is applied.

5. To include revenue for a specific appeal only, in the Appeal field, click the binoculars to search for and
select an appeal, for example, “Walk-A-Thon.”

6. To include revenue for a specific campaign only, in the Campaign field, click the binoculars to search for
and select a campaign, for example, “Annual Campaign.”

Note: To filter your report further, you can use criteria such as appeal and designation. Be careful not to narrow
your criteria too much or the report will not return any results.

7. Click View Report. The program generates and displays the report.

8. To close the report and return to the previous page, click Back.
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Giving Detail Group/Household Report
The Giving Detail Group/Household report provides information about group or household member giving
during a time period you define. The report includes totals of revenue received within the date range for each
designation, as well as constituent name and group/household information. The data included in the report
depends on the parameters you select.

Tip: The Revenue Detail Group/Household report displays member giving for a constituent group only when
the constituent group type is configured to includemember giving.

Note: If your organization uses site security, the amounts that appears in the Giving Detail Group/Household
report include only revenue associated with the sites the user who generates the report has rights to access.

When you run a Giving Detail Group/Household report, filter by specific selections to narrow the data that
appears in the report.

Filters for the Giving Detail Group/Household report include:

• Include - To filter by a specific revenue transaction query selection based on criteria you defined, click the
binoculars to search for the selection. Depending on your security rights and system role, you can add and edit
queries.

• Date - To narrow the results for revenue, select the date range for which to view revenue detail information for
groups or households.

• from - To narrow the report by a specific date range, click the calendar icon to select a start date.

• to - To narrow the report by a specific date range, click the calendar icon to select an end date.

• Designation - To include recognition for a specific designation only, click the binoculars to search for and select
a designation. For example, select Annual Campaign.

• Appeal - To include recognition for a specific appeal only, click the binoculars to search for and select an
appeal. For example, select Walk-A-Thon.
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• Group by - You can use this field to select how to display the report. To group the results by group or
household, select “Group/Household”. To displays the results alphabetically by individual constituent, leave
this field blank.

• Include groups - By default, the report includes revenue information for households only. To include revenue
information for groups as well, select this checkbox. If the revenue is associated with a constituent who is a
member of both a group and a household, the revenue appears twice in the report, once as household
revenue, and once as group revenue.

When you generate a report, you can use the toolbar buttons to modify how you view the report. The toolbar
buttons are common to all reports.

For more information about the report toolbar, see theGeneral Features Guide.

} View the Giving Detail Group/Household report

1. From Revenue, click Giving detail group/household under Reports. Or, from Analysis, select Revenue
reports, Giving detail group/household report. The Giving Detail Group/Household Report screen
appears.

2. Click Include and select the records to include. Select “All records,” “Selected records,” or “Specific
record.” If you select “Selected records” or “Specific record,” in the field that appears, search for the
revenue transaction records to include in the report.

3. Enter the date range to filter the report.

• In theDate field, select a date for which to view revenue detail information for groups or
households.

• If, in theDate field, you select “Specific date,” in the next field, click the calendar and select the date
for which to view revenue detail information for groups or households. The report will display
information only for the date you select.

4. Select any filters you want for theDesignation and Appeal fields.

5. In theGroup by field, you can select how to display the report. To group the results by group or
household, select “Group/Household”. To displays the results alphabetically by individual constituent,
leave this field blank.

6. By default, the report includes revenue information for households only. To include revenue information
for groups as well, select Include groups. If the revenue is associated with a constituent who is a member
of both a group and a household, the revenue appears twice in the report, once as household revenue,
and once as group revenue.

7. Click View Report. The program generates and displays the report.

8. To close the report and return to the previous page, click Back.

Giving Dynamics Report
The Giving Dynamics report provides a comparison of gift revenue activity for two periods of time. For example,
you can generate a Giving Dynamics report to compare the activity of two fiscal years.

You can run the report to include gift revenue transactions during the selected time periods or only thosemade
toward a specific designation or campaign. By default, the report includes all pledges and payments toward a
donation or recurring gift that meet the selected criteria.
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Tip: For themost meaningful data, we recommend you use the Giving Dynamics report to compare the activity
of two contiguous time periods, such as the first and second quarters of a fiscal year or Last year and This year.

When you run the Giving Dynamics report, the program compares the revenue activity that meet the selected
criteria during the selected time periods to calculate the total for each period and the variance. To help determine
the effectiveness of your fundraising efforts, the report also breaks down the revenue activity into gains and
losses based on the giving behavior of the constituents associated with the revenue.

• New—Constituents with a revenue transaction during the later period, but not prior to the later period.

• Recapture —Constituents with a revenue transaction during the later period and prior to, but not during, the
earlier period.

• Upgrade —Constituents with revenue transactions during both periods, but with a larger revenue amount
during the later period than the earlier period.

• Downgrade —Constituents with revenue transactions during both periods, but with a larger revenue amount
during the earlier period than the later period.

• Lapsed new—Constituents with a revenue transaction during the earlier period, but not prior to the earlier
period nor during the later period.

• Lapsed repeat—Constituents with a revenue transaction during and prior to the earlier period, but not during
the later period.
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• Same —Constituents with revenue transactions during both periods, with an equal revenue amount during
each period.

To view the constituents included in a specific status of the report, click the plus sign (+) next to the status to
view. For example, to view the constituents with a status of New and their revenue amounts included in the
report, click the plus sign next to New. To access the record of a constituent included in a status, click the
constituent’s name in the list that appears.

Tip: You can create a Giving Dynamics smart query to create a constituent selection based on the same criteria
as the Giving Dynamics report. For example, you can create a selection of the constituents with a status of
Downgrade, Lapsed new, and Lapsed repeat for use in a mailing to encourage increased giving. To access this
smart query from the Giving Dynamics report, click Giving Dynamics smart query under Tasks. For information
about how to create a smart query, see theQuery and Export Guide.

When you generate a report, you can use the toolbar buttons to modify how you view the report. The toolbar
buttons are common to all reports.

For more information about the report toolbar, see theGeneral Features Guide.

} View the Giving Dynamics report

1. From Analysis, click Revenue reports. The Revenue reports page appears.

2. Click Giving Dynamics Report. The Giving Dynamics Report page appears.

3. In the Previous period dates field, select the earlier time period to include in the comparison, such as
Last Year. If you select Specific Date, enter the start and ends of the time period.

4. In the This period dates field, select the later time period to include in the comparison, such as This Year.
If you select Specific Date, enter the start and ends of the time period.

5. To include only revenue transactions toward a specific designation in the comparison, in theDesignation
field, search for and select the designation to use.

6. To include only revenue transactions toward a specific campaign in the comparison, in the Campaign
field, search for and select the campaign to use.

7. To include only revenue transactions under a specific amount, select Exclude revenue over and enter the
maximum revenue amount of the transactions to include.

8. Click View Report. The program generates and displays the report.

9. To close the report and return to the previous page, click Back.

Revenue Recognition Credits Report
To view recognition credit information for a selected group of revenue, generate the Revenue Recognition Credits
report. For example, generate this report weekly to make sure recognition credit has been associated with
revenue correctly.
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Note: If your organization uses site security, the amounts that appears in the Revenue Recognition Credits
report include only recognitions associated with the sites the user who generates the report has rights to
access.

The Revenue Recognition Credits report displays the constituent and date associated with the revenue, the
revenue amount, and the revenue type. The report also displays a sub-report that lists the recognized
constituent and effective date associated with recognition credit, the recognition amount, and the recognition
type.

When you run a Revenue Recognition Credits report, filter by specific selections to narrow the data that appears
in the report.

Filters for the Revenue Recognition Credits report include:

• Include - To filter by a specific revenue transaction query selection based on criteria you defined, click the
binoculars to search for the selection. Depending on your security rights and system role, you can add and edit
queries.

• Date - To narrow the results for revenue, select the date range for which to view revenue recognition credit
information.

• from - To narrow the report by a specific date range, click the calendar icon to select a start date.

• to - To narrow the report by a specific date range, click the calendar icon to select an end date.

• Appeal - To include recognition for a specific appeal only, click the binoculars to search for and select an
appeal. For example, select Walk-A-Thon.

• Designation - To include recognition for a specific designation only, click the binoculars to search for and select
a designation. For example, select Library.

• Recognition type - Select a recognition credit type to filter the report. For example, select Spouse.

• Campaign - To include recognition for a specific campaign only, click the binoculars to search for and select a
campaign. For example, select Annual Campaign.
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When you generate a report, you can use the toolbar buttons to modify how you view the report. The toolbar
buttons are common to all reports.

For more information about the report toolbar, see theGeneral Features Guide.

} View the Revenue recognition credits report

1. From Analysis, select Revenue reports, Revenue recognition credits. Or, from the Report Explorer, select
System Reports, Revenue Processing, Revenue Recognition Credits Report. The Revenue Recognition
Credits screen appears.

2. Click Include and select the records to include. Select “All records,” “Selected records,” or “Specific
record.” If you select “Selected records” or “Specific record,” in the field that appears, search for the
revenue transaction records to include in the report.

3. Enter the date range to filter the report.

• In theDate field, select a date for which to view constituent revenue recognition credit information.

• If, in theDate field, you select “Specific date,” in the next field, click the calendar and select the date
for which to view revenue recognition credit information. The report will display information only for
the date you select.

4. Select any filters you want, such as by appeal, designation, or recognition type.

5. Click View Report. The program generates and displays the report.

6. To close the report and return to the previous page, on the shell toolbar, click the Back button.
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Sponsorship includes several report options, which allow you to quickly and easily generate basic reports that
track a variety of sponsorship-related activities. For example, you can generate a Sponsorship past due report to
review details about past due sponsorship payments or a Sponsorship acquisition report to review details about
opportunities acquired by sponsors.

Affiliate Sponsorships
The Affiliate Sponsorships report provides details about sponsorships associated with affiliates in your
database. You can view information for all affiliate sponsorships in your database, or you can select a specific
affiliate organization for which to view data. You can filter your report further by selecting a dimension, such as
“Program” or “Location type,” or selecting one or more transactions such as Acquisitions, Terminations,
Transfers in, and Transfers out.

Note: If your organization works with other organizations to locate sponsors for opportunities and one of these
affiliates plan to participate in finding sponsors for a program, you can select to associate the program with the
affiliate organization when you create the program.
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} Generate an Affiliate sponsorship report

1. From the Sponsorship page, under Reports, select Affiliate sponsorships. The Affiliate Sponsorships
page appears.

2. In the Affiliate field, select the affiliate organization for which you want to view information. All affiliates
assigned in your system display in the drop-down menu. You can also choose to view data for “All”
affiliates.

3. In theDimension field, select the nesting dimension you want included in your report. For example, if
you selected “All” in the Affiliate field and you want to see all affiliated sponsorship in each program, in
Dimension select “Program” and then select “All” in the corresponding field.

4. In theDate field, select the date range on which you want to base your report. For example, if you select
“This year,” any affiliate sponsorship information that displays is restricted to information entered this
year.

5. In the Transaction section, select the transaction operations for which you want to view information.
You can select as many options as necessary for your report.

6. Click View Report to generate your report.

Child Inventory
The Child Inventory report option provides details about children in your database. You can view inventory
information based on a selected group, program, location type, eligibility, age, gender, and availability or a
combination of any three of these options, identified as “Dimensions” in the report parameters.

In the report, your dimension selections are hierarchical. For example, if you select “Program” as your Dimension
1 any remaining dimension selections are restricted to the program you select in Dimension 1. So if you select
“Availability” and “Reserved” in Dimension 2, only reserved children included in the program you selected in
Dimension 1 are included in the report.

You also further define information included in your report based on Last documentation date. This is a
manually entered date that is often used to track when the child’s case history was last updated.
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} Generate a Child Inventory report

1. From the Sponsorship page, under Reports, select Child inventory. The Child Inventory page appears.

2. In the Dimension 1 field, select the top level dimension you want used to define your report. For
example, if you are interested in breaking your report down based on sponsorship programs, select
“Program.” In the corresponding field, enter the program you want used. You can select “All” to see
information for all programs in your system.

3. In theDimension 2 and Dimension 3 fields, select the nesting dimensions you want included in your
report. For example, if you selected “Program” and “All” for your Dimension 1, and you want to see all
available children in each program, in Dimension 2 select “Availability” and then select “Available” in the
corresponding fields.

4. In the Last documentation date field, select the date range on which you want to base your report.

5. Click View Report to generate your report.

Project Inventory
The Project Inventory report option provides details about projects in your database. You can view inventory
information based on a selected group, program, location type, status, availability, or category, or a combination
of any three of these options, identified as “Dimensions” in the report parameters.

In the report, your dimension selections are hierarchical. For example, if you select “Program” as your Dimension
1 any remaining dimension selections are restricted to the program you select in Dimension 1. So if you select
“Status” and “Open” in Dimension 2, only open projects included in the program you selected in Dimension 1
are included in the report.

You also further define information included in your report based on Last documentation date. This is a
manually entered date that is often used to track when the project’s case history was last updated.

} Generate a Project Inventory report

1. From the Sponsorship page, under Reports, select Project inventory. The Project Inventory page
appears.
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2. In the Dimension 1 field, select the top level dimension you want used to define your report. For
example, if you are interested in breaking your report down based on sponsorship programs, select
“Program.” In the corresponding field, enter the program you want used. You can select “All” to see
information for all programs in your system.

3. In theDimension 2 and Dimension 3 fields, select the nesting dimensions you want included in your
report. For example, if you selected “Program” and “All” for your Dimension 1, and you want to see all
open projects in each program, in Dimension 2 select “Status” and then select “Open” in the
corresponding fields.

4. In the Last documentation date field, select the date range on which you want to base your report.

5. Click View Report to generate your report.

Sponsors Report
The Sponsors report counts all sponsors at a given timewith active sponsorships. The report offers a snapshot of
the general health of your sponsor numbers.

Note: This report includes the same dimensions as the Sponsorship acquisition report with an additional
dimension for Number of sponsorships. The Number of sponsorship dimension has values of 1, 2, 3 and 4+.

You can base the report on three different dimensions, which filter and group data in your report. Your
dimension selections are hierarchical. For example, if you select “Program” as your Dimension 1 any remaining
dimension selections are restricted to the program option you select in Dimension 1. So if you select “Location
type” in Dimension 2, only location types included in the program you selected in Dimension 1 are included in
the report.

} Generate a Sponsors report

1. From the Sponsorship page, under Reports, select Sponsors. The Sponsors Report page appears.

2. In the Dimension 1 field, select the top level dimension you want used to define your report. For
example, if you are interested in breaking your report down based on sponsorship programs, select
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“Program.” In the corresponding field, enter the program you want used. You can select “All” to see
information for all programs in your system.

3. In theDimension 2 and Dimension 3 fields, select the nesting dimensions you want included in your
report. For example, if you selected “Program” and “All” for your Dimension 1, and you want to see all
program information for a specific location type, in Dimension 2 select “Location types” and then select
the type of location in the corresponding fields.

4. Click View Report to generate your report.

Sponsorship Acquisition
The Sponsorship acquisition report provides details about new sponsorships satisfying your selected date
parameters. The report looks at only the add and start dates of the sponsorship.

You can base the report on three different dimensions, which filter and group data in your report. Your
dimension selections are hierarchical. For example, if you select “Program” as your Dimension 1 any remaining
dimension selections are restricted to the program you select in Dimension 1. So if you select “Location types” in
Dimension 2, only location types for the program you selected in Dimension 1 are included in the report. You
can also further restrict information included in your report based on Date.
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} Generate a Sponsorship acquisition report

1. From the Sponsorship page, under Reports, select Sponsorship acquisition. The Sponsorship
Acquisition page appears.

2. In the Dimension 1 field, select the top level dimension you want used to define your report. For
example, if you are interested in breaking your report down based on sponsorship programs, select
“Program.” In the corresponding field, enter the program you want used. You can select “All” to see
information for all programs in your system.

3. In theDimension 2 and Dimension 3 fields, select the nesting dimensions you want included in your
report. For example, if you selected “Program” and “All” for your Dimension 1, and you want to see all
program information for a specific location type, in Dimension 2 select “Location types” and then select
the type of location in the corresponding fields.

4. In theDate field, select the date range on which you want to base your report.

5. Click View Report to generate your report.
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Sponsorship Cancellation
The Sponsorship cancellation report provides details about cancelled sponsorships in your system based on the
sponsorship information you select.

You can base the report on three different dimensions. Your dimension selections are hierarchical. For example, if
you select “Reason” as your Dimension 1 any remaining dimension selections are restricted to the reason you
select in Dimension 1. So if you select “Location types” in Dimension 2, only location types associated with the
reason you selected in Dimension 1 are included in the report. You can also further restrict information included
in your report based on Date.

} Generate a Sponsorship cancellation report

1. From the Sponsorship page, under Reports, select Sponsorship cancellation. The Sponsorship
Cancellation page appears.
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2. In the Dimension 1 field, select the top level dimension you want used to define your report. For
example, if you are interested in breaking your report down based on cancellation reasons, select
“Reason.” In the corresponding field, enter the specific reason you want used. You can select “All” to see
information for all cancellation reasons in your system.

3. In theDimension 2 and Dimension 3 fields, select the nesting dimensions you want included in your
report. For example, if you selected “Reason” and “All” for your Dimension 1, and you want to see all
cancellation reason information for a specific location type, in Dimension 2 select “Location type” and
then select the type of location in the corresponding fields.

4. In theDate field, select the date range on which you want to base your report.

5. Select to Include terminations and/or Include cancellations. You must select at least one.

6. Click View Report to generate your report.

Sponsorship Operations
The Sponsorship Operations report provides details about sponsorship transactions, such as new assignments,
transfers, cancellations, and terminations.

Additionally, you can base the report on two different dimensions, which are used to filter and group the report
data. Your dimension selections are hierarchical and place restrictions on your selected transactions. For
example, if you select “Program” as your Dimension 1 any remaining dimension selections are restricted to the
program you select in Dimension 1. So if you select “Location types” in Dimension 2, only location types for the
program you selected in Dimension 1 are included in the report and if you selected the “Transfer in” Transaction,
only transfer in operations included in the selected program and location types are included in the report.

You can also further restrict information included in your report based on Date.
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} Generate a Sponsorship operations report

1. From the Sponsorship page, under Reports, select Sponsorship operations. The Sponsorship
Operations page appears.

2. In the Transactions section, select the transaction operations for which you want to view information.
You must select at least one Transaction option.

3. In the Dimension 1 field, select the top level dimension you want used to define your report.
Transaction information included in the report is restricted to your dimension selections. For example, if
you select a specific program in Dimension 1 and a specific location in Dimension 2, transaction
information is provided for the selected program in the selected location only. To view all selected
transaction information, leave theDimension fields blank.

4. In theDimension 2 field, select the nesting dimension you want included in your report. For example, if
you selected “Program” and “All” for your Dimension 1, and you want to see all transaction information
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for programs for a specific location type, in Dimension 2 select “Location types” and then select the type
of location in the corresponding fields.

5. In theDate field, select the date range on which you want to base your report.

6. Click View Report to generate your report.

Sponsorship Past Due
The Sponsorship past due report provides details about past due sponsorship accounts in your system.

You can base the report on three different dimensions. Your dimension selections are hierarchical. For example, if
you select “Program” as your Dimension 1 any remaining dimension selections are restricted to the program you
select in Dimension 1. So if you select “Location types” in Dimension 2, only location types for the program you
selected in Dimension 1 are included in the report. You can also further restrict information included in your
report based on Date.

} Generate a Sponsorship past due report

1. From the Sponsorship page, under Reports, select Sponsorship past due. The Sponsorship Past Due
page appears.

2. In the Dimension 1 field, select the top level dimension you want used to define your report. For
example, if you are interested in breaking your report down based on sponsorship programs, select
“Program.” In the corresponding field, enter the program you want used. You can select “All” to see
information for all programs in your system.

3. In theDimension 2 and Dimension 3 fields, select the nesting dimensions you want included in your
report. For example, if you selected “Program” and “All” for your Dimension 1, and you want to see all
past due information for programs for a specific location type, in Dimension 2 select “Location types”
and then select the type of location in the corresponding fields.

4. In theDate field, select the date range on which you want to base your report.

5. Click View Report to generate your report.
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Sponsorship Revenue
The Sponsorship Revenue report option provides detailed information about the revenue generated by your
sponsorship activity. The report is based on payments not the auto payment method used.

You can base the report on three different dimensions. Your dimension selections are hierarchical. For example, if
you select “Program” as your Dimension 1 any remaining dimension selections are restricted to the program you
select in Dimension 1. So if you select “Payment method” in Dimension 2, only sponsorships assigned the
selected payment method and included in the program you selected in Dimension 1 are included in the report.

You can also further restrict information included in your report based on Date. The report is based on when a
payment was made.

} Generate a Sponsorship revenue report

1. From the Sponsorship page, under Reports, select Sponsorship revenue. The Sponsorship Revenue
page appears.

2. In the Dimension 1 field, select the top level dimension you want used to define your report. For
example, if you are interested in breaking your report down based on sponsorship programs, select
“Program.” In the corresponding field, enter the program you want used. You can select “All” to see
revenue information for all programs in your system.

3. In theDimension 2 and Dimension 3 fields, select the nesting dimensions you want included in your
report. For example, if you selected “Program” and “All” for your Dimension 1, and you want to see all
revenue information for a specific location type within each program, in Dimension 2 select “Location
type” and then select the type of location in the corresponding fields.

4. In theDate field, select the date range on which you want to base your report.

5. Click View Report to generate your report.
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Sponsorship Upgrade Report
The Sponsorship upgrade report tracks howmany sponsors upgraded their sponsorship based on a specific
revenue function (upgrade). The report can help you determine the success of a specific campaign which was
targeted for upgraded giving levels or to evaluate a response center team members success in upgrading
sponsorships.

In addition to selecting a specific revenue function on which to base your report, you can base the report on
three different dimensions, which filter and group data in your report. Your dimension selections are hierarchical.
For example, if you select “Program” as your Dimension 1 any remaining dimension selections are restricted to
the program option you select in Dimension 1. So if you select “Appeal” in Dimension 2, only appeals included in
the program you selected in Dimension 1 are included in the report.

} Generate an Upgrade report

1. From the Sponsorship page, under Reports, select Sponsorship upgrade. The Sponsorship Upgrade
Report page appears.

2. Select the Revenue function for which you want to track sponsorship information. For example, you
may have a revenue function of “upgrade” on which you want to base your report.

3. In the Dimension 1 field, select the top level dimension you want used to define your report. For
example, if you are interested in breaking your report down based on sponsorship programs, select
“Program.” In the corresponding field, enter the program you want used. You can select “All” to see
information for all programs in your system.

4. In theDimension 2 and Dimension 3 fields, select the nesting dimensions you want included in your
report. For example, if you selected “Program” and “All” for your Dimension 1, and you want to see all
program information for a specific location type, in Dimension 2 select “Location types” and then select
the type of location in the corresponding fields.

5. Click View Report to generate your report.
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Sponsorship Report
The Sponsorship report counts all sponsorships in your system at the time you run the report.

You can base the report on three different dimensions, which filter and group data in your report. Your
dimension selections are hierarchical. For example, if you select “Program” as your Dimension 1 any remaining
dimension selections are restricted to the program option you select in Dimension 1. So if you select “Location
Type” in Dimension 2, only location types included in the program you selected in Dimension 1 are included in
the report.

} Generate a Sponsorship report

1. From the Sponsorship page, under Reports, select Sponsorship. The Sponsorship Report page appears.
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2. In the Dimension 1 field, select the top level dimension you want used to define your report. For
example, if you are interested in breaking your report down based on sponsorship programs, select
“Program.” In the corresponding field, enter the program you want used. You can select “All” to see
information for all programs in your system.

3. In theDimension 2 and Dimension 3 fields, select the nesting dimensions you want included in your
report. For example, if you selected “Program” and “All” for your Dimension 1, and you want to see all
program information for a specific location type, in Dimension 2 select “Location types” and then select
the type of location in the corresponding fields.

4. Click View Report to generate your report.
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Volunteer Reports
Volunteer Schedule Report 175

Job Schedule Report (for all jobs) 176

Job Schedule Report (for a single job) 176

Daily Schedule Report 177

Volunteer Performance Summary Report 178

With volunteer reports, you can track information for a specific volunteer or job. These reports help you
maximize the efficiency of your volunteer program by matching assignment needs with volunteers who have the
right skills, availability, and experience. With volunteer reports, you can generate and print schedules for all jobs,
a specific job, or a specific volunteer. You can generate and print daily schedules and export to a variety of file
types. With volunteer reports and schedules, you can maintain a well-organized volunteer program.

Volunteer Schedule Report
The Volunteer Schedule Report displays a schedule for a specific volunteer. You select the date range for which to
generate a schedule. The schedule includes the date and time of each volunteer assignment and includes the
occurrence and location for each job.

} Generate a volunteer schedule report

1. Access the volunteer for which to generate a schedule report.

2. Click View schedule under Tasks on the explorer bar. The Volunteer Schedule Report appears.

3. You can select a date range by which to filter the results.
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4. Click Refresh to update the report based on the filters.

Job Schedule Report (for all jobs)
The Job Schedule Report for all jobs displays all occurrences of all jobs in the date range and department you
select. The report includes the name, date, and time of the job. It also includes the job occurrence, department,
and location.

} Generate a job schedule report for all jobs

1. From Volunteers, click Job schedules under Reports on the explorer bar. The Job Schedule Report
appears.

2. You can select a date range by which to filter the results. You can also filter this report based on a job or
department.

3. Click Refresh to update the report based on the filters.

Job Schedule Report (for a single job)
The Job Schedule Report for a single job displays all dates and assigned volunteers for the selected job. You can
indicate a specific date range for which to generate a report. For jobs with multiple occurrences, you can
generate a report for each occurrence.
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} Generate a job schedule report for a single job

1. Access the job for which to generate a schedule report.

2. From the Occurrences tab, click View schedule. The Job Schedule Report appears.

3. You can select a date range by which to filter the results.

4. Click Refresh to update the report based on the filters.

Daily Schedule Report
The Daily Schedule Report displays all assignments for the selected day. It includes the name of each volunteer
and the job assigned to each volunteer. It also includes the start time, end time, and department for the
assignment.

Note: If a job is scheduled for the selected day, but no volunteer is assigned to the job, the report will not
generate. The Daily Schedule Report displays assignments only.

} Generate a daily schedule report

1. From Volunteers, click Daily schedules under Reports on the explorer bar. The Daily Schedule Report
appears.

2. You can select a date range by which to filter the results. You can also filter this report based on
department.

3. Click Refresh to update the report based on the filters.
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Volunteer Performance Summary Report
The Volunteer Performance Summary report displays information about a volunteer’s activity with your
organization for a selected time period and over the volunteer’s lifetimewith your organization. To access this
report from Volunteers, click Volunteer performance summary under Reports.

To run the report, select the volunteers and date range to include in the report and click View Report. You can
include all volunteers, a volunteer selection created in Query, or a specific volunteer. If you select Selected
volunteers or Specific volunteer, search for and select the volunteer or selection of volunteers to include.

The report displays the hours worked by each volunteer for the selected date range and over the lifetimewith
your organization. For each time period, you can also view the estimated value of the volunteer, based on the
jobs the volunteer performed and the hours worked. The program automatically calculates these values based
on the timesheets entered for the volunteer and the estimated values of the jobs.

You can print the report or export it in several different formats.
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